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Abstract: In theIterated Immediate Snapshotmodel (IIS ) the memory consists of a sequence of one-shotImmediate Snapshot(IS )
objects. Processes access the sequence ofIS objects, one-by-one, asynchronously, in await-freemanner; any number of processes
can crash. Although more restricted (each IS object can be accessed only once), theIIS model is equivalent to the read/write model
for wait-free solvability of decision tasks. Its interest lies in the elegant recursive structure of its runs, which facilitates its analysis,
round by round.

Although there are by now quite a few papers that use theIIS model or its variants, the approach has not yet been used to study
failure detectors. The paper shows that an elegant way of capturing the power of a failure detector and other partially synchronous
systems is by considering appropriate subsets of runs of theIIS model, giving rise to theIterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot
model (IRIS ).

The proposed approach has several benefits. First it provides us with new simulations in presence of asynchrony and failures.
Then, it gives new insights on the very nature of failure detectors, and on how to represent them in an iterated model. Finally, it
allows designing simpler proofs of existing results. As a study case, the paper considers a system enriched with alimited-scope
accuracyfailure detector, where there is a cluster of processes suchthat some correct process is eventually never suspected by any
process in that cluster. A new proof of thek-set agreement Herlihy and Penso’s lower bound for shared memory system augmented
with a limited-scope accuracy failure detector is provided. The proof is based on an extension of the Borowsky-GafniIIS simulation
to encompass failure detectors, followed by a very simple topological argumentation. The paper describes similar applications for
other failure detectors including the classesΩz and✸ψy.
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2 C. Travers, S. Rajsbaum,& M. Raynal

1 Introduction

A distributed model of computation consists of a set ofn processes communicating through some medium (some form of message
passing or shared memory), satisfying specific timing assumptions (process speeds and communication delays), and failure assump-
tions (their number and severity). A major obstacle in the development of a theory of distributed computing is the wide variety of
models that can be defined – many of which represent real systems – with combinations of parameters in both the (a)synchrony
and failure dimensions [6, 36]. Thus, an important line of research is concerned with finding ways of unifying results, impossibility
techniques, and algorithm design paradigms of different models.

An early approach towards this goal has been to derive directsimulations from one model to another, e.g., [2, 5, 8, 10]: toshow
how to transform a protocol running in an asynchronous message passing model to one for a shared memory model [2], or from
an asynchronous model to a synchronous model [5], or from a protocol tolerating some number of failures to one toleratingmore
failures [10] or more severe ones. A more recent approach hasbeen to devise models of a higher level of abstraction, whereresults
about various more specific models can be derived (e.g., [19,30, 37]). Two main ideas are at the heart of the approach, which has
been studied mainly for crash failures only, and is the topicof this paper.

Two bedrocks: wait-freedom and round-based execution It has been discovered [8, 31, 51] that thewait-free case, where
any number of processes can crash (“wait statements” to hearfrom another process are useless) is fundamental. In particular,
[31] provided a characterization of the tasks that are wait-free solvable in a read/write shared memory system. One can derive
characterizations of task solvability in other models, by reduction (via simulations e.g., [10, 20, 33, 34]) to the wait-free model and
then applying the characterization of [31].

The wait-free characterization of [31] is topological in nature, and it is based on a representation of the executions ofa protocol
as asimplicial complex, i.e., a discrete geometric object, whose interesting properties are invariant over continuous deformations,
namely, subdivisions. In more detail, one considers thesimplicial complex of global statesof the system after a finite number of
steps. Various papers have analyzed topological invariants about the structure of such a complex, for wait-free and other models, to
derive impossibility results, and sometimes also protocols. Such invariants are based on the notion ofindistinguishability,which has
played a fundamental role in nearly every lower bound in distributed computing. Two global states are indistinguishable to a set of
processes if they have the same local states in both.

Figure 1: A simple complex with three simplexes

As an example let us consider Figure 1 that represents a complex with three triangles. Each triangle is asimplexrepresenting a
global state. The corners of a simplex represent local states of processes in the global state. The center simplex and therightmost
simplex represent global states that are indistinguishable top1 andp2, which is why the two triangles share an edge. Onlyp3 can
distinguish between the two global states.

Most attempts at unifying models of various degrees of asynchrony restrict attention to a subset of well-behaved,round-based
executions. Given a model of distributed computation, one considers subsets of executions, generated by particular legal sequences
of actions for the scheduler, each of which produces a Òlayer.Ó Thus, in a precise sense, such a layering can be viewed as defining a
sub-model of the original model. Lower bounds and impossibility results proven for the sub-model translate directly into the original
model. For example, [37] presents a uniform approach to the study of solvability of consensus in various models of computation
in which, crash failure behavior can occur. The use of layerings facilitates performing round-by-round analysis: essentially, results
regarding consensus follow from analyzing a single layer ofcomputation.

The approach in [9] goes beyond and defines aniterated round-based model (IIS ), where each communication object can be
accessed onlyonceby each process. In its basic form, the iterated model assumes the objects areImmediate Snapshot(IS ) objects
[7], that are accessed by the processes with a single operation denotedwrite_snapshot(), that writes the value provided by the
invoking process and returns to it a snapshot [1] of its content. A benefit of using immediate snapshot operations is that the resulting
complex is amanifold: as in the figure above, where for three processes, each edge is contained in at most two triangles. The
sequence ofIS objects are accessed asynchronously, and one after the other by each process. It is shown in [9] that theIIS model
is equivalent (for bounded wait-free task solvability) to the usual read/write shared memory model. A simpler and more general
simulation appeared recently [23].
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The Iterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot Model 3

Thus, the runs of theIIS model are not a subset of the runs of a standard (non-iterated, where a process can access the same
object more than once) model as in other works, and the price that has to be payed is a simulation algorithm showing that themodel
is equivalent to a read/write shared memory model (w.r.t. wait-free task solvability). But the reward is a model that hasan elegant
recursive structure: the complex of global states afteri + 1 rounds is obtained by replacing each simplex in the complex of global
states afteri rounds, by a one round complex (see Figure 2). Thus, as in [19,30, 37] impossibility results follow from analyzing
a single layer of computation, but in theIIS the layers are by definition independent. Furthermore, the design of algorithms is
also facilitated. Actually, roughly speaking, theIIS is the model resulting from programming distributed algorithms in a recursive
manner [22]. Indeed, theIIS model was the basis for the proof in [9] of the wait-free characterization theorem of [31] that holds for
any task. Also, theIIS model, enriched with objects more powerful than read/writeregisters, was instrumental for the results in [24]
showing that renaming is a strictly weaker task than set agreement. Later on it was shown that this enrichment is equivalent to its
non-iterated version [23]. See [43] for an overview of results related to theIIS model, and more recent papers that take advantage
of theIIS model and its variants, such as [28, 29].

Failure detectors Although there are by now quite a few papers that use theIIS model or its variants, the approach has not
yet been used to study failure detectors. Recall that afailure detector[12] is a distributed oracle that provides each process with
hints on process failures (see [49, 50] for an introduction to failure detectors). According to the type and the quality of the hints,
several classes of failure detectors have been defined (e.g., [12, 38, 54]). Failure detectors are used as an abstractionof reliability
assumptions, to design modular protocols in distributed systems, and also as a theoretical device, to study models of various degrees
of synchrony.

The family oflimited scopeaccuracy failure detectors, is denoted✸Sx [27, 53]. These capture the idea that a process may detect
failures reliably on the same local-area network, but less reliably over a wide-area network. They are a generalizationof the class
denoted✸S that has been introduced in [12] (✸Sn is ✸S). Informally, a failure detector✸Sx ensures that there is a non-faulty
process that is eventually never erroneously suspected by any process in a cluster ofx processes. A failure detector of the class
✸Sx is for a system made up of a single cluster of processes. The family (✸Sx,q)1≤x≤n,1≤q≤x extends the notion of limited scope
failure detector to a system where the processes are partitioned into multiple disjoint clusters. There areq disjoint clusters denoted
X1, . . . , Xq, where|Xi| = xi, X =

⋃

1≤i≤qXi andx =
∑q

i=1 xi. Informally, there is a process that is never suspected in each
clusterXi. Thus, as the parametersx, q vary, systems of different degree of synchrony are obtained.

Many other families of failure detectors have been considered. Notably,{Ωz}1≤z≤n, and{✸ψy}1≤y≤n. The failure detector
classΩz [42] is a generalization of the classΩ [13]; in particular,Ω1 is the classΩ, that is necessary and sufficient to solve
consensus. A failure detector of the classΩz controls a local variableLEADERi containing a set process identities, and captures
weaker synchrony assumptions. A failure detector of the class✸ψy outputs at each processpi an integerNBCi that is an estimate of
the number of processes that have crashed. The family{✸ψy}1≤y≤n was introduced in [39] (although with a different formulation).

Context and goals of the paper The paper introduces theIRIS model,which consists of a subset of runs of theIIS model of [9].
The aim is to obtain the benefits of the round by round and wait-freedom approaches in one model, where any number of processes
can fail (by crashing), but the executions represent those of a partially synchronous model. The proposed approach has several
benefits. First it provides us with new simulations in presence of asynchrony and failures. Then, it gives new insights onthe very
nature of failure detectors, and on how to represent them in an iterated model. Finally, it allows designing simpler proofs of existing
results.

In the construction of a distributed computing theory, a central question has been understanding how the degree of synchrony of
a system affects its power to solve distributed tasks. The degree of synchrony has been expressed in various ways, typically either by
specifying a boundt on the number of processes that can crash, as bounds on delaysand process steps [16], or by a failure detector
[12], or by using powerful shared memory objects [26]. It hasbeen shown multiple times that systems with more synchrony can
solve more tasks. Previous works in this direction have mainly considered an asynchronous system enriched with a failure detector
that can solve consensus. Some works have identified this type of synchrony in terms of fairness properties [52]. Other works
have considered round-based models with no failure detectors [19]. Some other works [35] focused on performance issuesmainly
about consensus. Also, in some cases, the least amount of synchrony required to solve some task has been identified, within some
paradigm. A notable example is the weakest failure detectorto solve consensus [13] or set agreement [54].k-set agreement [14]
(see [48] for a short survey) represents a desired coordination degree to be achieved in the system, requiring processesto agree on
at mostk different values (consensus is1-set agreement), and hence is natural to use it as a measure for thesynchrony degreein the
system. The fundamental result of the area is thatk-set agreement is not solvable in a wait-free, i.e., fully asynchronous system even
for k = n− 1 [8, 31, 51].

However, a clear view of what exactly “degree of synchrony” means is still lacking. For example, the same power as far as
solvingk-set agreement can be achieved in various ways, such as via failure detectors [38] ort-resilience assumptions. A second
goal for introducing theIRIS model, is to have a mean of precisely representing the degreeof synchrony of a system, and this is
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4 C. Travers, S. Rajsbaum,& M. Raynal

achieved with theIRIS model by considering particular subsets of runs of theIIS model. We observe in [47] that directly including
failure detectors in theIIS model is useless, instead we consider subsets of runs to model partial synchrony.

Our representation of synchrony complements previous results aboutt-resilient systems, derived by reduction to the wait-free
case [10], or using bivalency arguments (e.g., [17, 37]) which do not seem to be generalizable from consensus to set agreement.
The1-resilient characterization of [11] is by reduction to the consensus impossibility of [17], and in general dealing witht-resilient
executions is more difficult than the wait-free case; compare for example the wait-free consensus impossibility proof in [26] with
the one of [17], which is much more subtle.

Contributions This paper shows that theIIS model has yet another fundamental advantage, namely, it allows studying the com-
putability power of the read/write shared memory model equipped with a failure detector, when any number of processes can crash.
More specifically, the paper presents several results in that direction.

1. Given that directly adding a failure detector to theIIS model does not allow solving more tasks [47], an iterated model is
defined by a subset of its executions. For a failure detector of a classC, a corresponding restrictedIIS model is defined. This
model is denotedIRIS (PRC ). IRIS stands forIteratedRestrictedImmediateSnapshot model.PRC denotes a property,
derived from the failure detector classC, that is encapsulated in thewrite_snapshot() operation. TheIRIS (PRC ) model
is induced by the runs in which thewrite_snapshot() operations satisfy the correspondingPRC property. Every run of
IRIS (PRC ) is a run of theIIS model, but the opposite is not necessarily true.

To illustrate the approach, the paper considers three families of failure detector classes:{✸Sx}1≤x≤n, {Ωz}1≤z≤n, and
{✸ψy}1≤y≤n. For a failure detectorC in each one, it defines a correspondingIRIS (PRC ) model.

2. The paper shows that the synchrony exhibited by theIRIS (PRC ) model characterizes the power of the read/write model
enriched withC. It presents a simulation from the shared memory model withC to theIRIS (PRC ) model. Conversely, it
shows how to extractC from IRIS (PRC ), and then simulate the read/write model withC. A noteworthy corollary follows
from that simulation, namely, a task is solvable in the read/write model withC if and only if it is solvable in theIRIS (PRC )
model. Thus, the paper shows that the simulation of [23] (an improvement on the original one in [9]) of the read/write model
in theIIS model, can be extended to work also with failure detectors.

3. As an application of the previous simulations, new, simple proofs of the impossibility of solvingk-set agreement in the
read/write model equipped with a failure detector from the above classes are derived. Such direct proofs were known onlyfor
the{✸Sx}1≤x≤n family [27], using combinatorial topology techniques from[30]. Impossibility proofs for the other families
are by reduction to this result [38].

Conversely, the results presented in the paper open the possibility of designing new set agreement (and in particular consensus)
algorithms: design an algorithm in anIRIS (PRC ) model, and then using the simulation mentioned above, transform it into
an algorithm for the read/write model withC.

We remark that the definition of anIRIS (PRC ) model is not in terms of process failures or failure detectors. The characterization
of a failure detector classC appears as a restriction of the set of runs that would be produced if the corresponding failure detector
was used in a certain canonical way and the schedules of read and write operations follow a certain form. So, theIRIS (PRC )
model captures the synchronization/scheduling power of the corresponding failure detector class. In that sense, a failure detector is
a scheduler with specific fairness properties1.

Roadmap The paper is divided in 8 sections. Section 2 describes the computational model and the classes of failure detectors we
are interested in. Iterated restricted models corresponding to the failure detector classes✸Sx, Ωz and✸ψy are presented in 3. The
computational equivalence of these models with the standard read/write model enriched with the corresponding failuredetectors is
proved in sections 4,5 and 6. Section 7 presents simple proofs of impossibility results regarding the computational power of the
read/write model augmented with failure detectors. This section also shows that the IRIS model can be used to analyze thet-resilient
model. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Computation model and failure detector classes

This section presents a quick overview of the background needed for the rest of the paper, more detailed descriptions canbe found
elsewhere, e.g., [6, 9, 12]. We describe here the two main models we are concerned with, in Section 2.1 the standard sharedmemory

1This is similar to thelinearizabilityconsistency criterion [32] that restricts the set of runs generated by processes that access concurrently shared objects.
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The Iterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot Model 5

model enriched with failure detector, and in Section 2.2 theIIS model. In Section 2.3 we define tasks, and the known equivalence
between these models.

2.1 Shared memory model enriched with failure detectors

Asynchronous shared memory The paper considers a standard asynchronous system made up of n processes,p1, . . . , pn. A
process can fail bycrashing, i.e., by prematurely halting. It behaves correctly (i.e.,according to its specification) until it (possibly)
crashes. A process iscorrect in a runif it takes an infinite number of steps andfaulty otherwise. If not otherwise indicated, we
do not assume any upper bound on the number of faulty processes. In the case where no failure detector is available, this iscalled
thewait-freeenvironment, because “wait statements” used by a process tohear from another process are useless. A system where
any number of processes may crash is sometimes called wait-free even if a failure detector is available, despite the factthat wait
statements may be useful in this case.

The shared memory is structured as an arraySM [1..n] of atomic registers. Each registerSM [i] supports two operationswrite(v)
and read() that allow to store the valuev and retrieve the current value of the register respectively. Only pi can write toSM [i],
but every processpj can readSM [i]. Uppercase letters are used to denote shared registers. It is often useful to consider higher
level abstractions constructed out of such registers, thatare implementable on top of them, such as snapshots objects.In this case, a
process can read the entire memorySM [1..n] in a single atomic operation, denotedsnapshot() [1].

Failure detectors As explained in the Introduction, a failure detector [12] isa distributed oracle that provides possibly unreliable
information about failures to the processes. Operationally, each processpi is endowed with a read-only variableFDi that contains
the information provided by the failure detector. Several classes of failure detectors can be defined according to the kind and the
quality of failures information they provide.

The family (✸Sx)1≤x≤n A failure detector of the class✸Sx [25, 40, 27] provides each processpi with a variableTRUSTEDi that
contains identities of processes that are believed to be currently alive. Whenj ∈ TRUSTEDi we say “pi trustspj”. The class✸Sx is
a simple generalization of the class✸S introduced in [12] (in particular,✸Sn is ✸S2.)

By convention, a crashed process trusts all processes. The failure detector class✸Sx is defined by the following properties:

• Strong completeness. There is a time after which every faulty process is never trusted by every correct process and,

• Limited scope eventual weak accuracy. There is a setQ of x processes containing a correct processpℓ, and a (finite) time after
which each process ofQ trustspℓ.

The timeτ , the setQ and the processpℓ are not known by the processes. Moreover, some processes ofQ could have crashed.
The parameterx, 1 ≤ x ≤ n, defines the scope of the eventual accuracy property. Whenx = 1, the failure detector provides no
information on failures, whenx = n the failure detector can be used to solve consensus [12]. In asystem where no more thant
processes may crash, all the classes✸Sx, t < x ≤ n, are equivalent [4].

It is sometimes convenient to use the following equivalent formulation of✸Sx [38]. Assuming the local variable controlled by
the failure detector isREPRi:

• Limited eventual common representative. There is a setQ of x processes containing a correct processpℓ, and a (finite) time
after which, for any correct processpi, we havei ∈ Q =⇒ REPRi = ℓ andi /∈ Q =⇒ REPRi = i.

Clearly, a failure detector that satisfies the previous property can be transformed into one of the class✸Sx (defineTRUSTEDi =
{REPRi}). Conversely, an algorithm that transforms any failure detector of✸Sx into a failure detector satisfying the limited eventual
common representative property is described in [38].

The family (✸ψy)1≤y≤n A failure detector of the class✸ψy outputs at each processpi an integerNBCi that is an estimate of the
number of processes that have crashed. The class✸ψy is defined by the following property, wheref is the number of actual crashes
in a run.

• Eventual accuracy. There is a time from whichNBCi = max(n− y, f) at each correct processpi.

2The original definition of the failure detector calls✸S [12] provides each processpi with a set denotedSUSPECTEDi. Using the setTRUSTEDi is equivalent to
using the setSUSPECTEDi. (more precisely,TRUSTEDi= Π\SUSPECTEDi). We useTRUSTEDi to emphasize the fact that what is important to ensure progressis the
set of processes that are alive.
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6 C. Travers, S. Rajsbaum,& M. Raynal

The family{✸ψy}1≤y≤n was introduced in [39] although with a different formulation3. It is shown in [38] that✸ψn is equivalent
to✸P, the class of eventually perfect failure detectors [12] (a failure detector of that class is strictly stronger than✸Sn), while✸ψ1

provides no information on failures. A failure detector of that class provides each process with a set, denotedTRUSTEDi, such that
after an arbitrary but finite time, the set of any correct process contains all the correct processes and only them.

The family (Ωz)1≤z≤n The failure detector classΩz [42] is a generalization of the classΩ [13]; in particular,Ω1 is the classΩ.
A failure detector of the classΩz controls a local variableLEADERi containing a set process identities, and satisfies the following
property :

• Eventual leadership. There is a setL, of size at mostz and containing a correct process, and a (finite) time after which the set
LEADERi of every correct processpi remains forever equal toL.

Let us notice that whenz = n a failure detector of the classΩz provides no information on failures; whenz = 1, Ωz is equivalent
to✸S = ✸Sn [13], and hence powerful enough to solve consensus. However, as shown in [38], while it is possible to build a failure
detector of the classΩz from a failure detector of the class✸Sx iff x + z > t + 1 (wheret is an upper bound on the number of
processes that may crash), it is impossible to build a failure detector of the class✸Sx from a failure detector of the classΩz for
1 < x, z ≤ t. On another side, while✸ψy can be transformed intoΩz iff y + z > t, Ωz cannot be transformed into✸ψy [38].

Equivalently, the classΩz can be defined by the following property:

• Weak eventual leadership. There is a setL, of size at mostz and containing a correct process, and a timeτ such that for every
correct processpi and every timeτ ′ ≥ τ , LEADERτ

′

i ⊆ L andLEADERτ
′

i ∩Correct 6= ∅ whereLEADERτ
′

i is the output of the
failure detector at timeτ ′ at processpi andCorrect is the set of correct process.

Clearly, the weak eventual leadership property is implied by the eventual leadership property. Conversely, a failure detector that
satisfies the eventual leadership property can be emulated when a failure detector with the weak eventual leadership property is
available. Initially, an arrayL[0..m− 1] = [L0, . . . , Lm−1] made of all possible sets of sizez is shared by the processes (m =

(

n
z

)

).
Each processpi maintains a countercni initially equal to0. At any time, and at each processpi, the output of the emulated failure
detector is defined asL[cni mod m]. Each processpi periodically checks whetherL[cni mod m] is contained in the current set
output by the failure detector. If this is not true,pi increments its countercni and writes the new value in its shared registerSM [i].
Each process also periodically reads every register and setits counter to the largest value it sees.

By the weak eventual leadership property, there exists a setL such that eventually the output of the failure detector is always a
subset ofL. This property implies that the counterscni are bounded. Moreover, the fact that each processpi periodically writescni
in shared memory and updates it with the largest value its sees implies that all counters converge to the same valuex. Therefore, the
output of the emulated failure detector is eventually always equal toL[x mod m] = L′. By definition,|L′| = z and it contains a
correct process (Otherwise, the counters cannot converge to the valuex.). The emulated outputs thus satisfy the eventual leadership
property.

2.2 The Iterated immediate snapshot (IIS ) model

A one-shot immediate snapshotobject IS is accessed with a a single operation denotedwrite_snapshot(). That operation re-
places both thewrite() and thesnapshot() operations on the shared memorySM [1..n]. Intuitively, when a processpi invokes
write_snapshot(v) it is as if it instantaneously executes write operationIS [i].write(v) immediately followed by a snapshotIS .snapshot().
If severalIS .write_snapshot() operations are executed simultaneously, then their corresponding writes are executed concurrently,
and then their corresponding snapshots are executed concurrently (each of the concurrent operations sees the values written by the
other concurrent operations): they are set-linearizable [41].

The semantics of thewrite_snapshot() operation is characterized by the three following properties, wherevi is the value written
by pi andsmi, theimmediate snapshotor view it gets back from the operation, for eachpi invoking the operation. A viewsmi is a
set of pairs〈k, vk〉, wherevk corresponds to the value inpk’s entry of the arraySM . If SM [k] = ⊥, the pair〈k,⊥〉 is not placed in
smi. Moreover, we havesmi = ∅, if the processpi never invokeswrite_snapshot() on the corresponding object. For everypi and
pj that invokewrite_snapshot() with valuesvi andvj as parameters and obtains setssmi andsmj respectively, the three following
properties are satisfied:

• Self-inclusion. ∀i : (i, vi) ∈ smi.

• Containment. ∀i, j : smi ⊆ smj ∨ smj ⊆ smi.

3The Chandra-Toueg original definition of failure detector required that the local output of a failure detector is a function of the failure pattern, while the failure
detectors of✸ψy as defined in [38] allowed processes to interact with the failure detector providing a parameter to a query.
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• Immediacy. ∀i, j : (i, vi) ∈ smj =⇒ smi ⊆ smj .

These properties are represented in the first image of Figure2, for the case of three processes. The image represents asimplicial
complex, i.e., a family of sets closed under containment; each set iscalled asimplex, and it represents the views of the processes
after accessing theIS object. Theverticesare the0-simplexes, of size one; edges are1-simplexes, of size two; triangles are of size
three (and so on). Each vertex is associated with a processpi, and is labeled withsmi (theviewpi obtains from the object).

The highlighted2-simplex in the figure represents a run wherep1 andp3 access the object concurrently, both get the same view
seeing each other, but not seeingp2, which accesses the object later, and gets back a view with the 3 values written to the object.
But p2 can’t tell the order in whichp1 andp3 access the object; the other two runs are indistinguishableto p2, wherep1 accesses the
object beforep3 and hence gets back only its own value or the opposite. These two runs are represented by the corner2-simplexes.
Thus, the vertices at the corners of the complex represents the runs where only one processpi accesses the object, and the vertices
in the edges connecting the corners represent runs where only two processes access the object. The triangle in the centerof the
complex, represents the run where all three processes access the object concurrently, and get back the same view.

p1 p1

p3

p2

p3

p2

p3

p1

p3

p2

p2

p1

Figure 2: One, two and three rounds in theIIS model

In the iterated immediate snapshot model(IIS ) the shared memory is made up of an infinite number of one-shotimmediate
snapshot objectsIS [1], IS [2], . . . These objects are accessed sequentially and asynchronously by each process, according to the
round-based pattern described in Figure 3. In Figure 2 one can see that theIIS complex is constructed recursively by replacing each
simplex by the one round complex.

ri ← 0; vali ← input;
loop forever ri ← ri + 1;

vali ← local computations;
smi ← IS [ri ].write_snapshot(vali)

end loop.

Figure 3: Generic algorithm in the Iterated Immediate Snapshot model

2.3 Tasks and computational equivalence of the two models

Distributed tasks A distributedtaskT is defined by two sets ofn-dimensional vectorsI andO and an input-output relation
∆ ⊆ I × O. The relation∆ specifies, for each input vectorI the set of allowed output vectors. Operationally, in a execution,
each processpi is initially provided a private input valuevi and is required todecideand output valuewi. The inputI and output
vectorsO of the execution are then the vectors formed by the input and output values respectively of the process (i.e.,I[i] = vi and
O[i] = wi or⊥ if pi never decides).

A distributed algorithmA solves taskT if, in any execution of the algorithm with input vectorI, each non-faulty process
eventually decides on a private output value satisfying thetask specification. Thus, it is required that the vector of output values can
be extended to a vectorO ∈ O such that(I,O) ∈ ∆. In thek-set agreementtask,1 ≤ k ≤ n, the initial values are taken from some
arbitrary setV, |V| > k. I = O = Vn, and for any pair(I,O) ∈ I ×O, (I,O) ∈ ∆ if and only if
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8 C. Travers, S. Rajsbaum,& M. Raynal

• Validity. ∀j, ∃i : O[j] = I[i] and,

• Agreement. |{O[j], 1 ≤ j ≤ n}| ≤ k.

As can be seen in Figure 2, theIIS complex of global states at any round is a subdivided simplex, and hence Sperner’s Lemma
implies thatk-set agreement is not solvable in theIIS model ifk < n.

Computational equivalence Consider two models of computationM1 andM2 for n processes, and letS a set of tasks. Model
M1 is at least as strong as modelM2 with respect to setS if each taskT ∈ S that can be solved in modelM2 can also be solved in
modelM1. The two models are said to beequivalentif M1 is at least as strong as modelM2 and vice versa.

A task with a finite set of input vectors isbounded. Thek-set agreement task is a bounded task. The following equivalence was
proved in [9].

Theorem 2.1. [9] TheIIS model and the standard wait-free asynchronous shared memory model are equivalent with respect to
bounded tasks.

Therefore, ask-set agreement is not solvable in theIIS model fork < n,

Theorem 2.2. [8, 31, 51]In then-processes wait-free shared memory model, thek-set agreement task cannot be solved ifk < n.

3 The IRIS model

This section presents theIRIS model associated with a failure detector classC, denotedIRIS (PRC ), whereC is a class in the
families(✸Sx)1≤x≤n, (✸ψy)1≤y≤n or (Ωz)1≤z≤n. As in theIIS model, the processes share an infinite sequenceIS[1], IS[2], . . .
of IS objects. In an execution, each process accesses sequentially the sequence of objects viawrite_snapshot() operations, following
the round-based pattern described in Figure 3. To distinguish the operation in theIIS model and its more constrained counterpart of
theIRIS model, the former is denotedIS [r ].write_snapshot(), while the latter is denotedIS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT().

The model consists of a subset of runs of theIIS model, that satisfy a correspondingPRC property. WRITE_SNAPSHOT()
operations on a given objectsIS[r] have the same semantic aswrite_snapshot() in theIIS model. However, the sequence of views
returned in every infinite execution satisfies an additionalproperty denotedPRC that depends on the failure detector classC we
consider.

Given an infinite execution,smr
i denotes the set returned byIS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() to processpi. If pi never accesses the

rth IS object,smr
i = ∅. Note that in this case,smr′

i = ∅, ∀r′ ≥ r. Recall that each setsm is made up of pairs〈j, val〉 wherej is
the index of a process. We writej ∈ sm as a shorthand for∃〈j, val〉 ∈ sm.

3.1 The modelIRIS (PR✸Sx)

The propertyPR✸Sx
states that there is a setQ of x processes, a processpℓ and a roundr, such that at each roundr′ ≥ r, each

processpi ∈ Q either has crashed (smr′

i = ∅) or obtains a viewsmr′

i that containssmr′

ℓ . Formally,

Definition 3.1. (PropertyPR✸Sx
) PR✸Sx

≡ ∃Q ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, ℓ, r : |Q| = x ∧ ∀r′ ≥ r, ∀i ∈ Q : smr′

i = ∅ ∨ ℓ ∈ smr′

i

Figure 4 shows runs of theIRIS (PR✸Sx
) model forx = 2. The complex remains connected in this case and consequently

consensus is unsolvable in that model
Our first main result is the following.

Corollary 3.2. A task is solvable in the read/write model equipped with a failure detector of the class✸Sx if and only if it is solvable
in theIRIS (PR✸Sx

) model.

This result is a corollary of a more general theorem proved inSection 6. We prove that, for any arbitrary failure detectorclass
C, if we are able to define a iterated modelIRIS (PRC), that can be simulated in the shared memory model enriched with C,
and conversely simulate a failure detector of the classC in IRIS (PRC), then the shared memory model enriched withC and the
IRIS (PRC) model have the same computational power. A simulation ofIRIS (PR✸Sx

) in the shared memory model enriched with
✸Sx is presented in section 4.1, and Section 5.1 provides an iterated algorithm emulating a failure detector of the class✸Sx in
IRIS (PR✸Sx

).
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Figure 4: One, two and three rounds inIRIS (PR✸Sx
) with x = 2 andr = 2

The k-set agreement tasks with✸Sx The power of theIRIS model becomes evident when we use it to prove the lower bound
for k-set agreement in the shared memory model equipped with a failure detector of the class✸Sx.

Theorem 3.3. In the shared memory model, in which any number of processes may crash, there is no✸Sx-based algorithm that
solvesk-set agreement ifk < n− x+ 1.

The proof is established in theIRIS (PR✸Sx
) models via a simple reduction argument. The lower bound applies to the shared

memory model as well thanks to corollary 3.2.
The lower bound is obtained by reduction to ann−x+1-processes wait-free shared memory system. We partition then processes

in two setsL andH whereL consists in the firstn − x + 1 low-order processes{p1, . . . , pn−x+1} andH = {pn−x+2, . . . , pn}
is the set of the remaining high-order processes. We observethat everyIIS runs where the processes inL never see the process in
H trivially satisfy thePR✸Sx

property. More precisely, we consider the subset of executions in which for every round, and every
pi ∈ L, pj ∈ H, j /∈ smr

i . By Theorem 2.2 and the computational equivalence between the shared memory model and theIIS
model (Theorem 2.1), there is no algorithm that solves thek-set agreement task fork < n − x + 1 in these executions. Therefore,
the tasks is unsolvable as well in ourIRIS (PR✸Sx

) model. Theorem 6.9 then implies that it is unsolvable in the read/write shared
memory model equipped with a failure detector of the class✸Sx.

The argument is illustrated in Figure 5. It depicts the first three rounds of a subset of legal executions in theIRIS (PR✸S2
)

model. Figure 5 shows all executions that satisfy propertyPR✸S2
with the following parameters:Q = {p2, p3} andℓ = p2. This

set of executions contains all possible wait-free executions of processesp1 andp2 (these executions are highlighted in the picture).
Moreover, neitherp1 nor p2 seep3 in their successive views. Therefore, an algorithm designed for theIRIS (PR✸S2

) model that
solves some taskT can be directly used to wait-free solve the same task amongp1 andp2.

3.2 The modelsIRIS (PR✸ψy) and IRIS (PRΩz)

This section shows how to define iterated restricted immediate snapshot modelsIRIS (PRC) for other families of whenC is a failure
detector class in the families(✸ψy)1≤y≤n or (Ωz)1≤z≤n.

Given an infinite execution, letf, 0 ≤ f ≤ n− 1 denotes the actual number of processes that fail in that execution. The property
PR✸ψy is defined as follows.

Definition 3.4. (PropertyPR✸ψy ) PR✸ψy ≡ ∃r : ∀r′ ≥ r :
(

(i − 1 = (r′ − 1) mod n) ∧ (smr′

i 6= ∅)
)

=⇒ |smr′

i | ≥
n−max(n− y, f).

The intuition that underlies this property is the following: there is a logical time (round number) after which each correct process
obtains infinitely often a view that misses at mostmax(n − y, f) processes. As we can see, whenf < n − y such views can miss
correct processes. As a particularly simple case, let us consider the instancey = n (as already noticed,✸ψn is equivalent to✸P):
PR✸ψn states that after some round there is an infinite number of rounds at whichpi obtains a view containing the(n − f) correct
processes.
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Figure 5: Subsets ofIRIS (PR✸S2
) that contain all executions byp1 andp2

The propertyIRIS (PRΩz ) is defined as follows (whereL is a set of process indexes). Recall that in each round the sets smr
i

(seen as sets of processes indexes) returned by the operations WRITE_SNAPSHOT() performed on the objectIS[r] are ordered by
containment. Letsminr be the smallest set among the setssmr

i .

Definition 3.5. (PropertyPRΩz ) PRΩz ≡ ∃L, r : |L| = z ∧ ∀r′ ≥ r, sminr ⊆ L.

The propertyPRΩz ensures that there exists a setL of z processes such that after roundr, the smallest viewsmin is contain
only indexes of processes ofL. Thus, past this round, each viewsm returned by everyWRITE_SNAPSHOT() invocation contains
processes inL.

Let us consider the casez = 1, i.e., the simplest instance ofPRΩz . In that case, there|L| = 1 and there exists a processpℓ such
thatL = {pℓ}. Therefore, for every roundr′ ≥ r, the valuev writtenpℓ in the objectIS[r′] (by callingIS[r′].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(v))
is seen by every non-faulty processpi, (i.e.,〈ℓ, v〉 ∈ smr′

i ). Said differently, whatever the concurrency degree amongtheIS [r ′].WRITE_SNAPSH

invocations during roundr′, the invocation ofpℓ is always set-linearized first, and no other invocation is set-linearized together with
it.

The instancesz > 1 are weaker in the sense that they allow severalWRITE_SNAPSHOT() invocations issued by the processes of
a subset ofL to be set-linearized first. Moreover this subset ofL can differ from one round to another (This property is close to, but
different from, the notion ofz-bounded concurrency [21].).

4 Simulations of theIRIS (PRC) model in the shared memory model withC

This section presents simulations of theIRIS (PRC ) model from the shared memory model equipped with a failure detector of
one the families(✸Sx)1≤x≤n, (✸ψy)1≤y≤n and(Ωz1≤z≤n). The aim is to produce subsets of runs of theIIS model that satisfy
the propertyPRC . To that end, each of the constructions described in Figure 6, 7, and 8 relies on an infinite array of immediate
snapshot objectsIS[1], . . . that can be in addition read in snapshots. Given an objectIS[r], views returned bysnapshot() and
write_snapshot() are ordered by containment, and the corresponding invocations can be consistently set-linearized. Such objects
can be implemented in the shared memory model tolerating an arbitrary number of failures [1, 7]. In addition to this shared array,
each construction uses appropriate additional shared registers and local variables.

In each construction, the last operation on shared objects issued by a process in roundr is an IS[r].write_snapshot(). It
consequently follows that the constructedIS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() automatically benefits from the self-inclusion, containment
and immediacy properties of the underlying object. This means that only the propertyPRC has to be proved.

4.1 From the shared memory model with✸Sx to IRIS (PR✸Sx)

The algorithm is described in Figure 6. It relies on the representative-based definition of the class✸Sx.
When it invokesIS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(vi), a processpi repeatedly (1) issues a snapshot operation onIS[r] in order to know

which processes have already written in the objectIS[r], and (2) reads the value locally output by the failure detector (REPRi), until
it discovers that it is its own representative (rpi = i) or its representative has already written inIS[r] ((rpi, ∗) ∈ smi). When
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operation IS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(vi):
(1) repeatsmi ← IS[r].snapshot(); rpi ← REPRi
(2) until ((rpi, ∗) ∈ smi) ∨ ( rpi = i) end repeat;
(3) smi ← IS[r].write_snapshot(vi);
(4) return (smi).

Figure 6: From the shared memory model with✸Sx to theIRIS (PR✸Sx
) model (code forpi)

this occurs,pi invokesR[r].write_snapshot(vi) to write vi. It finally returns the snapshot value obtained by thatwrite_snapshot()
invocation.

Lemma 4.1. In the shared memory model equipped with a failure detector of the class✸Sx, the algorithm described in Figure 6
simulates theIRIS (PR✸Sx

) model.

Proof. Let us consider an infinite execution of the algorithm described in Figure 6. By the definition of the class✸Sx, there exists
a setQ of at leastx processes, a correct processpℓ and a timeτ after whichREPRi = ℓ for every non-faulty process inQ and
REPRi = i for eachi /∈ Q. Let R the index of aIS objects that has not been accessed by timeτ , i.e., no processes has invoked
IS[R].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() by timeτ

We first note that the simulation is non blocking. Suppose forcontradiction that for round some roundr, the invocation
IS[r].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() by some correct process never terminates. Eventually, at each correct processpi the value ofREPRi
is eitheri or the indexℓ of the correct processpℓ. In the first case, the condition that ends the repeat loop is eventually satisfied. In
the second case, as the correct processpℓ eventually exits the repeat loop (this follows from the firstcase), and therefore writes a
value in the objectIS[r], the snapshots taken by the waiting process eventually contain the index of its representative, thus enabling
the loop to terminate.

Finally, consider a roundr ≥ R and a non-faulty processpi whose invocation ofIS[r].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() terminates.
When pi invokesIS [r].write_snapshot(), pi has previously obtained a snapshot containing the index ofpℓ. Hence, the opera-
tion write_snapshot() issued bypℓ is set-linearized after that operation bypi. Therefore,smr

ℓ ⊆ smr
i and we haveℓ ∈ smr

i as
required by the definition ofPR✸Sx

.

4.2 From the shared memory model with✸ψy to IRIS (PR✸ψy)

The construction described in figure 7 (that has someℓ-mutual exclusion flavor [3]) uses a deterministic functionorder(r), where
the parameterr is a round number. This function orders the process indexes as follows: order(r) returns a sequence of the indexes
1, . . . , n in which the last element is the indexi such that(i− 1) = (r − 1) mod n.

operation IS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT()(vi):
(1) sequencei ← order(r);
(2) predi ← {j : j appears beforei in sequencei};
(3) repeatsmi ← IS[ri].snapshot();
(4) seeni ← smi ∩ predi;
(5) nbci ← NBCi

(6) until (|predi| − nbci ≤ |seeni|) end repeat;
(7) smi ← IS[r].write_snapshot(vi);
(8) return (smi).

Figure 7: From the base shared memory model with✸ψy to IRIS (PR✸ψy ) (code forpi)

The simulation is described in Figure 7. When it invokesIS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(vi), processpi first computes the sequence
(sequencei) of process indexes associated with the roundr (line 1), and determines the set of processes (predi) that are ordered
before it in that sequence (line 2). Then,pi enters a loop in which it determines the set of processes thathave already written inIS[r]
(seeni) and whose indexes precedesi in the sequencesequencei (these are the processes inpredi). pi also reads the value (NBCi)
currently provided by the underlying failure detector (line 5), which is an approximation of the number of crashed processes.

pi exits the loop when the processes ofpredi that it perceives as not crashed have written inIS[r] (line 6); pi locally estimates
there are at least(|predi| − nbci) such processes. As in the previous simulations, when this predicate becomes true,pi writes its
value inIS[r] (line 7) and returns the associated snapshot value it has just obtained (line 8).

Lemma 4.2. Every invocation ofWRITE_SNAPSHOT() by a correct process terminates.
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Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Letr the smallest round in which aWRITE_SNAPSHOT() invocation by a correct process never
returns. LetB the set of correct processes whose roundr invocation ofWRITE_SNAPSHOT() never return. Lets the smallest process
index inB in the sequenceorder(r). We show next that the invocation ofIS[r].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() by ps returns: a contradiction.

Let us considerpreds (i.e., the set of process indexes that are befores in order(r)). We consider two cases:

• |preds| ≤ max(n − y, f). It follows from the eventual accuracy property of the class✸ψy that eventually we always have
nbcs = max(t + 1 − y, f). Consequently, eventually|preds| − nbcs ≤ 0 and thus|seens| = |ms ∩ preds| ≥ 0. Therefore,
the predicate of line 6 is eventually true. Hence, the invocation IS[r].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() by processps eventually returns.

• |preds| > max(n − y, f). Let faulty(S) denote the set of faulty processes in the setS. We have|faulty(preds)| ≤
|faulty({1, . . . , n})| = f ≤ max(t + 1 − y, f). Let α be the number of correct processes inpreds. Note thatα =
|preds| − |faulty(preds)| ≥ |preds| − max(t + 1 − y, f). Let us recall that theseα processes have a rank smaller than
s in order(r). Moreover, it follows from the definition ofps that all invocations ofWRITE_SNAPSHOT() by every cor-
rect processes whose index is smaller thans in order(r) returns. Hence, there is a timeτ1 after which we always have
|seens| = |ms ∩ preds| ≥ α.

Finally, due to the eventual accuracy property of✸ψy, there is timeτ2 after whichnbcs = max(t+1− y, f). Therefore, after
time τ = max(τ1, τ2), |seens| = |ms ∩ preds| ≥ α andα ≥ |preds| − nbcs, from which we conclude thatps eventually
exits therepeat loop. Hence, the invocationIS[r].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() by processps eventually returns.

Lemma 4.3. In the shared memory model equipped with a failure detector of the class✸ψy, the algorithm described in Figure 7
simulates theIRIS (PR✸ψy ) model.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that each correct process executesan infinite number of rounds (a requirement of anyIRIS (PRC )
model). So, it remains to show that the propertyPR(✸ψy) is satisfied.

By the eventual the eventual accuracy property of the class✸ψy there is a timeτ after whichNBCi = max(n − y, f) for every
correct processpi. LetR a round such that everyIS[R].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() invocation starts afterτ .

Let pi a correct process andr ≥ R a round such thati− 1 = (r − 1) mod n. We show that|smr
i | ≥ n−max(n− y, f).

By the choice ofr, the rank ofi in order(r) isn, i.e.,|predi| = n−1. As the invocation ofWRITE_SNAPSHOT() by pi terminates
(Lemma 4.2), the predicate(|predi| − nbci ≤ |seeni|) (line 7) is true, from which we have|predi| − nbci = (n − 1) −max(t +
1− y, f) ≤ |seeni|. As i /∈ seeni, buti ∈ smr

i andseeni ⊂ smr
i (immediacy and containment properties of immediate snapshots),

n− 1max(n− y, f) ≤ |seeni| < |sm
r
i |, which implies thatn−max(n− y, f) ≤ |smr

i |, as required by definition 3.4.

4.3 From the shared memory model withΩz to IRIS (PRΩz)

This construction is described in Figure 8. As in the previous construction, a one-shot immediate snapshot objectIS[r] is associated
with each roundr. When processpi invokesIS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(vi), it first waits until either some process has written in
IS[r], or its index belongs to the setLEADERi managed by its local failure detector. When one of these conditions becomes true,pi
writes inIS[r] by invokingIS[r].write_snapshot(vi). This invocation returns a snapshot ofIS[r] thatpi returns as the result of its
WRITE_SNAPSHOT() invocation.

operation IS [r ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(〈i, vi〉):
(1) repeatsmi ← IS[r].snapshot(); ldi ← LEADERi

(2) until (smi 6= ∅) ∨ (i ∈ ldi) end repeat;
(3) smi ← IS[r].write_snapshot(vi);
(4) return (smi).

Figure 8: From the shared memory model withΩz to IRIS (PRΩz ) (code forpi)

Lemma 4.4. In the shared memory model equipped with a failure detector of the classΩz, the algorithm described in Figure 8 is a
simulation of theIRIS (PRΩz ) model.

Proof. The proof is made up of two parts: (1) any correct process executes an infinite number of rounds; and (2) the propertyPRΩz

is satisfied.
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1. To prove that every correct processpi executes an infinite number of rounds, we have to show that thelocal predicate(smi 6=
∅) ∨ (i ∈ ldi) evaluated bypi at line 2 is eventually true for each roundr ≥ 1. Let us proceed by contradiction. Letr be
the first round at which a correct processpi remains blocked forever, i.e.,(smi = ∅) ∧ (i /∈ ldi) remains forever true once.
This means that, after some time,i never belongs toLEADERi whenpi reads this set, andsmi remains always empty. Asmi

remains empty, no invocations ofIS[r].WRITE_SNAPSHOT() terminate (ObservationO1).

However, due to the eventual leadership property of the class Ωz, there is a setL of size at mostz containing at least one
correct processpℓ such that, after some arbitrary (but finite) timeτ , the predicateLEADERℓ = L is true forever atpℓ. It
follows that whilepℓ is blocked at roundr, the local predicateℓ ∈ ldℓ becomes eventually true. Consequently, the roundr
invocation ofWRITE_SNAPSHOT() by pℓ eventually terminates andpℓ proceeds to the roundr + 1 (ObservationO2). The
observationsO1 andO2 contradict each other, from which we conclude that every correct process executes an infinite number
of rounds.

2. Let us now show that the propertyPRΩz is satisfied. By the eventual leadership property of the class Ωz, there are a set
L containing at least one correct processpℓ (and at mostz processes) and a timeτ such that, afterτ , we always have
LEADERi = L for every correct processpi. Due to the very existence ofτ , and the fact that the correct processes execute
rounds infinitely often, we conclude that there is a roundr such that, for every roundr′ ≥ r, we haveldi = L for every correct
processpi.

Let L(r′) be the subset of the processes ofL that stop waiting at line 1 because the predicatei ∈ ldi is true while the
predicatesmi 6= ∅ is false. Let us also notice that the invocationsIS[r].write_snapshot() issued by the processes ofL(r′)
are set-linearized before the invocations issued by the processes that do not belong toL(r′). Therefore, sets returned by the
invocationsIS[r].write_snapshot() satisfy the inclusion, immediacy and containment properties, the smallest set returned is
contained inL(r′). As the set returned by the invocation ofIS[r].write_snapshot() is the set output by thewrite_snapshot()
operation at each process, we havesminr

′

⊆ L(r′). SinceL(r′) ⊆ L, we conclude that for every roundr′ ≥ r, the smallest
snapshotsminr

′

is included inL. This completes the proof as|L| ≤ z.

5 Extracting a failure detector of the classC in the IRIS (PRC) model

Given the read/write model equipped with a failure detectorof the classC, the previous section has shown how to simulate the
IRIS (PRC) model. This section presents algorithms for the iterated model IRIS (PRC ) that construct a failure detector of the class
C. In each of these algorithms, a variableFDi is maintained at each processpi; the successive values of this variable simulate the
output of a failure detector of the classC.

Section 6 provides a complete simulation from theIRIS (PRC ) model to the read/write model equipped with a failure detector
of the classC, provided that a failure detector of the classC can be emulated inIRIS (PRC). Suppose that a taskT is solvable
in the shared memory model equipped with a failure detector of the classC, whereC is a failure detector of one of the classes
{✸Sx}, {✸ψ

y} or {Ωz}. The emulations presented in this section, together with the general simulation described in Section 6 imply
thatT is also solvable inIRIS (PRC).

5.1 From IRIS (PR✸Sx) to a failure detector of the class✸Sx
In a model equipped with a failure detector, each process canread at any time the output of the failure detector. We denoteTRUSTEDi
the variable that emulates the output of a failure detector of the class✸Sx at processpi. A trivial algorithm that simulates a failure
detector of the class✸Sx in theIRIS (PR✸Sx

) model is described in figure 9.

init ri ← 0; TRUSTEDi ← Π.

repeat forever
(1) ri ← ri + 1; smi ← IS [ri ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(i);
(2) TRUSTEDi ← {j : j ∈ smi}
end repeat.

Figure 9: Emulation of a failure detector of the class✸Sx in IRIS (PR✸Sx
)

Lemma 5.1. The algorithm of Figure 9 implements a failure detector of the class✸Sx.
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Proof. Consider an infinite execution. We prove that the values of the variableTRUSTEDi satisfy the first variant of the definition of
the class✸Sx. It is easy to see that strong completeness is ensured: a faulty processpj accesses finitely manyIS objects. Hence,
after some time, no setTRUSTED containsj. For the limited accuracy property, letQ, ℓ andR be respectively the set of at leastx
processes, the index of a process and the round number as defined by the propertyPR✸Sx

(Definition 3.1). Clearly, for everyr ≥ R,
and everypi ∈ Q, every setsmr

i obtained in roundr as a result of aWRITE_SNAPSHOT() invocation containsℓ. Moreover,pℓ is a
correct process. Hence, there exists a correct process (pℓ) and a set ofx processes (Q) such thatpℓ is eventually always trusted by
each member of the set, as desired.

5.2 From IRIS (PR✸ψy ) to a failure detector of the class✸ψy

Figure 10 builds a failure detector of the class✸ψy from IRIS (PR✸ψy ). It has the same structure as the previous algorithm. The
only lines that are modified are the initialization line and line 2. The aim of this new line is to take into account the property of
PR✸ψy . The emulated failure detector output is kept in the variable NBCi.

init ri ← 0; NBCi ← (n− y).

repeat forever
(1) ri ← ri + 1; smi ← IS [ri ].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(i);
(2) if (i− 1) = ((ri − 1) mod n) then NBCi ← max(n− y, n− |smi|) end if
end repeat.

Figure 10: Emulation of a failure detector of the class✸ψy in IRIS (PR✸ψy )

Lemma 5.2. The algorithm described in Figure 10 simulates a failure detector of the class✸ψy in theIRIS (PR✸ψy ) model.

Proof. The proof is nearly the same as for Lemma 5.1. It is left to the reader.

5.3 From IRIS (PRΩz) to a failure detector of the classΩz

The algorithm described in Figure 11 emulates a failure detector of the classΩz. It provides each processpi with a local variable
LEADERSi containing set of processes indexes. The successive valuesof the setsLEADERi satisfy the weak eventual leadership of
the failure detector classΩz.

The algorithm consists in identifying “fresh” smallest snapshots. According to the definitionPRΩz , we know that in each infinite
run of theIRIS (PRΩz ) model, there is a roundR and a setL such that for everyr ≥ R, the processes indexes that appear in the
smallest snapshotsminr of roundr are contained inL. We also observe that eventually, only correct processes indexes appear
in the snapshots returned byWRITE_SNAPSHOT() operations. Hence, sequence of smallest snapshots(sminr) (or any infinite
sub-sequence) is a valid output for a failure detector of theclassΩz.

The algorithm relies on the following characterization of the smallest snapshot of roundr:

s = sminr ⇐⇒ ∀j ∈ s, s = smr
j .

Each processpi maintains a local historyhi intended to record the snapshot that other processes get back as responses toWRITE_SNAPSHOT()
invocations.hi is a two dimensional array;hi[r][j] is initially equal to∅; if pi learns the snapshots obtained bypj in roundr,
hi[r][j] is updated to contain that value. Lethi[r : r′][i] denote theith column of the rowsr, . . . , r′ (i.e., the valueshi[r][i], hi[r +
1][i], . . . , hi[r

′][i]).
Each time a new smallest snapshotsmin is identified bypi, the variableLEADERi is set tosmin, if the smallest snapshot is more

recent than the previous smallest snapshot identified bypi. pi identifies smallest snapshots by observinghi. If in row r, there exists
a sets such that for eachj ∈ s, the entryj is equal tos, thens is the smallest snapshot of roundr. The correctness of the emulation
relies on the fact that in roundr, pi can always find the smallest snapshot of some roundr′ wherer− n+ 1 ≤ r′ ≤ r (Lemma 5.3).

Lemma 5.3. LetR ≥ n, pi a process that has not failed by the end of roundR, andh the value of the variablehi after the update
steps of roundR (at line 6). There exists a roundr, n − R + 1 ≤ r ≤ R and a non-empty sets of processes indexes such that for
eachj ∈ s, h[r][j] = s.

Proof. Let assume for contradiction that the lemma is not true. To simplify the exposition, we number1, . . . , n the roundsR −
n + 1, . . . , R. For each roundr, 1 ≤ r ≤ n, let σ[r] denotes the set of processes indexes in the smallest snapshot of roundr (i.e.,
σ[r] = {j : 〈j, ∗〉 ∈ sminr}.) andsri the indexes in the snapshot received bypi in roundr (i.e.,sri = hi[r][i]).
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init ri ← 0; hi[1..+∞][1..n]← [1..+∞][∅, . . . , ∅]; LEADERi ← {1, . . . , z}.

repeat forever
(1) ri ← ri + 1; smi ← IS [ri].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(〈i, hi[max(1, n− ri + 1) : r][i]〉);
(2) hi[ri][i]← {ℓ : 〈ℓ, ∗〉 ∈ smi};

% update history%
(3) for each ℓ : 〈ℓ, hℓ〉 ∈ smi do
(4) for eachr ∈ {n− ri + 1, . . . , ri − 1} do
(5) if hi[r][ℓ] = ∅ then hi[r][ℓ]← hℓ[r][ℓ] end if
(6) end for end for;

% look for smallest snapshots%
(7) for eachr ∈ {n− ri + 1, . . . , ri − 1} do
(8) if ∃s ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, s 6= ∅ such that∀j ∈ s, hi[r][j] = s then LEADERi ← s end if
(9) end for
end repeat.

Figure 11: Emulation of a failure detector of the classΩz in IRIS (PRΩz )

Note that|sni | ≥ 2. Otherwise,|s1i | = 1 and, by self-inclusion we havesni = {i}. Henceσ[n] = sni , which is known bypi. Let
jn+1, jn two distinct indexes insni .

Consider some roundr, 1 ≤ r < n. Notice that for eachj ∈ sri , pi knows the snapshot obtained bypi in each round
r′ : 1 ≤ r′ ≤ r − 1. More precisely, we have for each suchj hi[r′][j] = sr

′

j . Suppose thatsr−1
i ⊆

⋃

r≤r′≤n s
r′

i . It then follows that

for each subsets of sr−1
i and eachj ∈ s, the roundr − 1 snapshot ofpj is known bypi. In particular, this holds for the smallest

snapshotσ[r − 1]. So, there existss such that for eachj ∈ s, hi[r − 1][j] = s, which contradicts our initial assumption stating that
the lemma is false. Therefore,sr−1

i 6⊆
⋃

r≤r′≤n s
r′

i . Let jr−1 ∈ s
r−1
i \

⋃

r≤r′≤n s
r′

i . Thus, we construct a sequencej1, . . . , jn+1 of
n+ 1 distinct processes indexes, which is impossible as the system consists ofn processes.

Lemma 5.4. The algorithm described in Figure 11 emulates a failure detector of the classΩz in IRIS (PRΩz ).

Proof. According to the propertyPRΩz , there exists a roundR0, and a setL of processes indexes such that the smallest snapshot of
roundR0 and every subsequent round contains indexes inL. Also, there exists a roundR1 after which every snapshot contain only
correct processes indexes. LetR = max(R0, R1) + n. Let us consider a roundr ≥ R and a correct processpi. By Lemma 5.3, the
variableLEADERi contains the processes indexes that appear in the smallest snapshot of some roundr′ wherer − n+ 1 ≤ r′ ≤ r.
In particular, this implies thatr′ ≥ max(R0, R1) from which we conclude thatLEADERi contains the index of a correct process and
thatLEADERi ⊆ L. Therefore, for each correct processpi, we eventually haveLEADERi ⊆ L andLEADERi ∩ Correct 6= ∅. Thus,
the weak eventual leadership property is satisfied and the emulated failure detector is in the classΩz.

6 From IRIS (PRC ) to the read/write model with C: general case

This section presents a simulation of executions of the read/write model equipped with a failure detector of the classC in the model
IRIS (PRC ). The simulation does not depend on the failure detector class C, provided that an algorithm that emulates a failure
detector of the classC in the IRIS (PRC) model is given (Examples of such emulation have been described in Section 5 for the
three failure detector classes✸Sx, ✸ψy andΩz.).

Preliminaries The aim is to establish that any taskT solvable in the read/write model equipped with a failure detector of the class
C is also solvable in the correspondingIRIS (PRC) model. Thus, the simulation takes as parameter a read/writealgorithmA that
solves a taskT and an emulationE of a failure detector of the classC. E is an iterated algorithm that emulates the output of the
failure detector. The simulation relies on the original simulation of the read/write model in the iterated modelIIS [9] and on a recent
improvement by Gafni and Rajsbaum [23].

Without loss of the generality, we assume that algorithmA is a full information protocol in normal form, as described in Figure
12. The state of processpi is stored in the variablestatei, which is initialized with the input ofpi for the task.deci is a special write
once variable intended to store the decision value ofpi. pi queries its local failure detector module by reading the variable FDi. In
order to obtain a decision, processpi enters an infinite loop. In each iteration, the failure detector is queried and the value returned
is appended to the state ofpi. pi then writes its entire state in its register and takes a snapshot. This snapshot constitutes the new
state ofpi. Note that it include its previous state. Finally, ifpi has not yet decided (deci = ⊥) but its current state allows deciding, it
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init statei ← input; deci ← ⊥; k ← 0.

repeatk ← k + 1;
fdi ← FDi; statei ← statei · fdi ; % kth failure detector query %
SM [i].write(statei); % kth write %
statei ← SM.snapshot(); % kth read %
if deci = ⊥ ∧ candecide(statei) then deci ← δ(si) end if

until deci 6= ⊥.

Figure 12: Full information normal form protocol with a failure detector.

decides by applying a functionδ to its state. Therefore, every full information protocol innormal form is completely determined by
a predicatecandecideand a decision functionδ. The predicate is defined over processes states; the decision function is defined only
for statess such thatcandecide(s) is true.

We also suppose that an algorithm extracting a failure detector of the classC in IRIS (PRC) is given. Again, we assume that
the extraction algorithm can be written as a full information protocol in normal form, as described in Figure 13. Hence, such an
extraction algorithm is completely determined by the pair of functions initfd andupdatefd. initfd provides an initial value for the
failure detector. The functionupdatefdoutputs failure detector values, and takes as parameter thefull information state of a process.
The invocation ofupdatefdmay not produce a fresh failure detector value each time it isinvoked. Nevertheless, we assume that
there exists a boundM on the number of rounds needed to actually update the simulated failure detector output. For example, in the
simulation ofΩz in IRIS (PRΩz ),M = n (Figure 11).

init hi ← i; ri ← 0; FDi ← initfd().

repeat forever
ri ← ri + 1;
hi ← IS[ri].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(〈i, hi〉);
FDi ← updatefd(hi);

end repeat.

Figure 13: Normal form simulation of a failure detector of the classC in IRIS (PRC).

The simulation The algorithm extends the simulation given in [9] and improved in [23] to the context of the read/write model
equipped with failure detectors. The simulation, described in Figure 14, solves a taskT in theIRIS (PRC) model, provided that an
algorithmA to solveT in the read/write model withC and an emulationE of a failure detector of the classC are provided. In a
nutshell, the simulation is the algorithm in [23] augmentedwith an helping mechanism.

The simulation takes as parameterinput which is the process input to the task. Each processpi maintains two variables a state
statei and an historyhi, as well as a write-once decision variabledeci initialized to⊥. Variablesstatei andhi are updated following
the normal form pattern in which algorithmA and extractionE are given.

To simulatewrite andsnapshot operations, each processpi maintains a vectorci with one entry per process. Each entry has
two fields denotedclock andval respectively. We denoteci.clock andci.val the vectors formed by taking theclock andval field
respectively of each entry. At each process, the execution of the normal form protocolA proceeds bycycle. In its eachkth cycle, the
process queries its failure detector, writes in its register and performs a snapshot operation. Processpi starts the simulation of itskth
cycle by incrementing the clock entry ofci[i] and placing inci[i].val the value to write in this cycle, that is its current statestatei
(lines 19 – 21).ci hence represents processpi estimate of the state of the simulated shared memory. Whenci[j] = 〈v, k〉, pi knows
thatpi is currently simulating itskth cycle and that the simulation of the previous cycles ofpj have been successfully completed.

Vectorsc are partially ordered according to theclock fields. c ≤ c′ if and only if c[i].clock ≤ c′[i].clock for every entryi, an
c < c′ if in addition, c[i].clock < c′[i].clock for some entryi. |c| denotes the sum of the clock entries in vectorc and for a sets of
vectors,top(s) denote the component-wise maximum of the vectors ins. Formally,

|c| =
∑

1≤i≤n

c[i].clock,

∀1 ≤ j ≤ n, top(s)[j] = c′[j] s.t. c′[j].clock = max{c[j].clock, c ∈ s}.

In every round, processpi updates the emulated failure detector output (line 9) and updates its vectorci by performing atop
operation on the sets of vector that appear in its view (line 10). Recall thatM is an upper bound on the number of rounds needed
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by the extraction algorithm to produce a new failure detector output. EveryM rounds,pi checks ifM |ci| = r. When this condition
is verified, the cycle currently simulated bypi terminates, andci.val is the value returned by the snapshot of that cycle. Intuitively,
vectorsc satisfyingM |c| = r are totally ordered and thus the valuesc.val are valid snapshots of the simulated shared memory. If
it has not already decided,pi then checks whether it can decide (line 17). Ifpi is still undecided,ci[i].clock is incremented, and the
simulation of the next cycle starts (lines 18–22). Otherwise,pi does not increment any more its clock entry, but keeps participating
in the simulation. This is required for the correctness of the simulated run, as the failure detector extraction algorithm assumes that
every correct process takes steps forever.

However, by not increasing their clock entries forever, correct process do not impede undecided processes. Indeed, thesimulation
is non-blocking, as demonstrated by Lemma 6.4. To ensure wait-freedom, a simple helping mechanism is implemented by the
variablesCCi andcci. Each vectorc such thatM |c| = r for some roundr is a valid snapshot of the simulated shared memory.
Hence, a processpj simulating itskth cycle may adopt such a vectorc as the output of itskth snapshot provided thatc contains the
kth write of pj , i.e., c[j].clock = k. Each processpi therefore stores its last simulated snapshot incci (lines 14–15).CCi[j] then
contains, according to the knowledge ofpi, the value of last snapshot completed bypj (line 11). Whenpi is simulating itskth cycle,
pi also checks everyM rounds if its matrixCCi contains a vectorc such thatc[i].clock = k (line 13) which it can adopt as a result
of its kth snapshot.

simulation(input)
(1) init ri ← 0; deci ← ⊥; FDi ← initfd(); statei ← input · FDi;
(2) for each j 6= i do ci[j].clock ← 0; ci[j].val← ⊥ end do;
(3) ci[i].clock ← 1; ci[i].val← statei; hi ← i; k ← 1;
(4) for each j do cci[j].clock ← 0; cci[j].val← ⊥ end do;
(5) CCi[1..n][1..n]← [[⊥, . . . ,⊥], . . . , [⊥, . . . ,⊥]].

(6) repeat forever
(7) repeatM times
(8) ri ← ri + 1; smi ← IS [ri].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(〈i, hi, ci, cci〉);
(9) append{〈j, hj〉 : j ∈ smi} to hi; FDi ← updatefd(hi);
(10) ci ← top({cj : 〈j, ∗, cj , ∗〉 ∈ smi});
(11) for each 〈j, hj , cj , ccj〉 ∈ smi doCCi[j]← ccj end for
(12) end repeat;
(13) if |ci|M = ri ∨ ∃j : CCi[j][i].clock = k then % kth read %
(14) if |ci|M = ri then statei ← ci.val; cci ← ci
(15) else statei ← CCi[j].val; cci ← CCi[j]
(16) end if;
(17) if deci = ⊥ ∧ candecide(statei) then deci ← δ(statei) end if;
(18) if deci = ⊥ then
(19) k ← k + 1; fdi ← FDi; % k + 1th failure detector query %
(20) statei ← statei · fdi; % input of thek + 1th write %
(21) ci[i].val← statei; ci[i].clock ← ci[i].clock + 1(= k)
(22) end if
(23) end if
(24)end repeat.

Figure 14: Simulating an algorithm for the read/write model+ C in IRIS (PRC ) (code forpi)

Proof of correctness The proof structure follows the one given in [23].cri denotes the value of the vectorci of processpi, right
after the execution of thetop operation in roundr (line 10), but before it is possibly modified in line 20. The first lemma states that
the vectors corresponding to the values of the variablesci right after the execution of line 10 of roundr are totally ordered, for every
r.

Lemma 6.1. Let r a round number andpi, pj two processes.

1. Assuming thatpi andpj do not fail by the end of roundr, cri ≤ c
r
j ∨ c

r
j ≤ c

r
i ,

2. Assuming thatpi does not fail by the end of roundr + 1, cri ≤ c
r+1
i .
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Proof. To prove the first part, let us observe that the viewssmr
i andsmr

j thatpi andpj get back by performingIS[r].WRITE_SNAPSHOT()
are related by containment. Without loss of generality, letus assume thatsmr

i ⊆ smr
j . Let ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , n}. By definition of the top

operation,cri [ℓ].clock = max{ck[ℓ].clock : 〈k, ck, ∗, ∗〉 ∈ sm
r
i }. Sincesmr

i ⊇ sm
r
i , c

r
j [ℓ].clock ≤ c

r
i [ℓ].clock. Thereforecrj ≥ c

r
i .

The second part follows from the self-inclusion property ofimmediate snapshot. In roundr + 1, smi contains an element
〈i, c, ∗, ∗〉 wherec = cri or c > cri (this occurs ifpi initiates a the simulation of a new cycle in roundr). Then, by the definition of
thetop operation, we havecr+1

i ≥ cri .

We say that a process isundecidedat roundr if it does not decide before roundr, i.e., when the process invokesIS[r].WRITE_SNAPSHOT(),
deci = ⊥. A process undecided at roundr might however decide in roundr. Next lemma presents two simple invariants on the
values of the vectorci of undecided processes.

Lemma 6.2. Let r a round andpi an undecided process at roundr. Let c the value ofci just before line 10 andc′(= cri ) its value
after executing line 10. We have (1)c ≤ c′ and (2)r ≤M |c′|.

Proof. Inequality (1) directly follows of the self-inclusion property of immediate snapshot and the definition of thetop operation.
We prove invariant (2) by induction. We first show thatr ≤ M |cri | for each1 ≤ r ≤ M . Clearly , we have|cr−1

i | ≤ |cri |. Initially,
r = 0 and|ci| = 1, sinceci[j].clock = 0 for eachj 6= i andci[i].clock = 1. Hence, we have1 ≤ |c1i |, and thusr ≤ M ≤ M |cri |
for each1 ≤ r ≤M .

Let α > 1 and assume now that the invariant holds for each round≤ (α − 1)M . Let r′ such that(α − 1)M < r′ ≤ αM . In
roundr = (α− 1)M , eitherr =M |cri | or r < M |cri |.

• In the first case, eitherpi decides in roundr (line 17) orci[i].clock is incremented. Ifpi decides, the invariant is not required to
hold in subsequent rounds. Otherwise, we have|cri |+1 ≤ |cr

′

i |, from which we get(α− 1)M +M ≤M |cr
′

i |. Consequently,
r′ ≤M |cr

′

i | for r′ ≤ αM .

• In the second case,M(α − 1) < M |cri |. Therefore,α ≤ |cri | , and as|cri | ≤ |c
r′

i | for everyr ≤ r′, Mα ≤ M |cr
′

i |. We
conclude thatr′ ≤M |cr

′

i | for every(α− 1)M ≤ r′ ≤ αM .

An immediate consequence of Lemma 6.1 is that in each roundr at most one vectorc satisfiesM |c| = r.

Lemma 6.3. (Simultaneity [23])Let r a round in which the conditionM |ci| = r is true for some processpi. There exists a unique
vector denotedcr such thatM |crj | = r =⇒ crj = cr. Moreover, for each undecided processpk, crk ≥ c

r assuming thatpk does not
fail by the end of roundr.

Proof. Let r a round in which the conditionM |c| = r (line 14) is true for some process. Letpi, pj two processes such thatM |cri | = r
andM |crj | = r. By Lemma 6.1,cri ≤ crj or crj ≤ cri . Assume without loss of generality thatcri ≤ crj . Hence, for every entryℓ,
cri [ℓ].clock ≤ crj [ℓ].clock. Therefore, as

∑

ℓ c
r
i [ℓ].clock = |cri | = |c

r
j | =

∑

ℓ c
r
j [ℓ].clock, cri [ℓ].clock = crj [ℓ].clock for every entry

ℓ. To conclude, observe thatc[ℓ].clock = c′[ℓ].clock =⇒ c[ℓ].val = c′[ℓ].val. This completes the proof of the first part of the
Lemma.

Let pk a process that has not decided by the end of roundr − 1. By Lemma 6.2(2)r ≤ M |crk|. As r = M |cr|, |cr| ≤ |crk|.
Moreover,cr = cri for some processpi, andcri ≤ c

r
k ∨ c

r
k ≤ c

r
i by Lemma 6.1. We thus conclude thatcr ≤ crk, since|c| ≤ |c′| =⇒

c′ 6< c.

As round numbers keep increasing, Lemma 6.2(2) implies the following property. An operationcompletesin roundr if the
simulation of a cycle terminates in roundr. More precisely, thekth cycle of processpi completes in roundr if the condition of line
13 is satisfied at processpi in roundr.

Lemma 6.4. (Non-blocking progress [23])Let r a round in which some correct process is undecided. There exists a roundr′ ≥ r
in which some process completes its operation.

Proof. Letpj a correct undecided at roundr. LetS the largest snapshot returned in roundr (as snapshots are ordered by containment,
S is well defined) andcm = top(S). By lemma 6.1 and the definition of thetop operation,|crj | ≤ |cm| for each processpj that
has not failed prior to roundr. Assume for contradiction that no process completes an operation after roundr. Hence, after round
r, theclock fields are never incremented. Therefore, for every roundr′ ≥ r, |cr

′

j | ≤ |cm|. However, by Lemma 6.2(2), we have

∀r′, r′ ≤M |cr
′

i |: a contradiction.
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We next show that every simulated execution is a valid execution of the read/write model equipped with a failure detectorof the
classC executing algorithmA. To do so, we prove that simulated operations (i.e., write, snapshot and failure detector queries) can
be linearized. Following [23], operations are linearized in rounds; an operation linearized in roundr precedes in the linearization
order every operation linearized in roundr′, for everyr′ > r. When several operations are linearized in the same round, wedefine
how they are ordered.

LetR the set of rounds for which there exists some processpi such thatM |cri | = r. Intuitively,R is the set of rounds at which
the simulation produces valid output for the simulated snapshot operation. Formally,

r ∈ R ⇐⇒ ∃pi :M |c
r
i | = r.

Per Lemma 6.3, every roundr ∈ R is uniquely associated with a vector denotedcr.

Lemma 6.5. Let r < r′ ∈ R. cr < cr
′

.

Proof. Let ri < rj ∈ R such that∀ri < r < rj , r /∈ R. By definition ofR, there exists two processespi, pj such thatcrii = cri and
c
rj
j = crj . By Lemma 6.1(1), the vectorscrii andcrjj are ordered. We consider two cases, according to the relative order of the two

vectors.

• crij ≥ c
ri
i . By Lemma 6.1(2) for every roundr > ri, crj ≥ c

ri
j . Therefore, ascrj = c

rj
j , crii ≤ c

rj
j .

• crij < crii . LetS the immediate snapshot obtained bypi in roundri andL the set of processes that obtain immediate snapshots
smaller thanS. Let U the complement ofL: the set of processes that have not failed by the end of roundri and obtain
immediate snapshots larger than or equal toS in roundr.

Note that for each processpℓ ∈ L, criℓ < crii andpj ∈ L. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 6.3 that each process included in
U has decided before roundri. After it has decided, a process no longer increments its clock entry in its vectorc (at line 18).
In roundrj , we havecrjj = crj , with |crj | > |cri | > |crij |. Hence, in some roundr betweenri andrj , the immediate snapshot
of pj must include a vectorc such thatc is the vector of some processp included inU or c ≥ cu wherepu ∈ U . In both case,
this implies thatcrj ≥ c

ri
i , and thus by Lemma 6.1(2)crij ≥ c

ri
i .

We have shown thatcrii ≤ c
rj
j . Sinceri < rj , we have|cri | < |crj | and thuscrii < c

rj
j .

We show by induction that each simulated snapshot operationthat completes returns a vectorcr.val wherer ∈ R.

Lemma 6.6. Assume that the simulation of thekth snapshot operation bypi completes in roundr. There existsr′ ∈ R, r′ ≤ r such
that the value returned by this operation iscr

′

.val.

Proof. Suppose that the lemma holds for every round< r and that the simulation of thekth snapshot ofpi completes in roundr. By
the code, the condition of line 13 is satisfied for processpi. There are two cases to consider:

• M |cri | = r (line 14). In this case,r ∈ R, and thekth snapshot ofpi is cr.val;

• ∃j : CCi[j][i].clock = ci[i].clock = k. In that case, thekth snapshot ofpi is CCi[j].val. Note thatCCj [j] contains⊥ or
a vectorc such thatc.val is the value returned by a simulated snapshot ofpj completed in some round< r (lines 14–15 and
line 11). Therefore, by the induction hypothesis,c = cr

′

for some roundr′ : r′ < r ∧ r ∈ R.

In the first round, each entry ofCCi is equal to[⊥, . . . ,⊥]. By the analysis of the first case above, the lemma thus holds for
r = 1.

We now define the linearization of simulated operation. A simulated snapshot operationop that completes can be uniquely
associated to a roundr in R by Lemma 6.6. We linearize each snapshot in its associated round. More precisely, ifc is the value
returned by a snapshot operationop, there exists a uniquer ∈ R such thatcr = c by Lemma 6.6.op is then linearized in roundr.
A simulated write is linearized right before the first snapshot that includes it. A failure detector query by processpi is linearized in
the round in which the corresponding instance offdi ← FDi (line 19) is performed. Finally, when several operations are linearized
in same round, snapshot are ordered first, followed by failure detector queries and then writes. Several operations of the same type
linearized in the same round are arbitrary ordered.

More formally, for each roundr ∈ R, letS[r] the set of simulated snapshot operations that returncr.val. Similarly, for r ∈ R,
W [r] is the set of write operations defined as follows. Thekth write operation ofpi is included inW [r] if and only if cr[i].clock = k
and∀r′ < r, cr

′

[i].clock < k. Let c the vector such thatc.val is the output of thekth snapshot ofpi. By the codec[i].clock = k
and by Lemma 6.6,c = cr for somer ∈ R. Therefore, each completed write operation is included in some setW [r]. Finally, for
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each roundr (not necessarily inR), letQ[r] the set of failure detector queries that are simulated in roundr. Thekth failure detector
query ofpi is simulated in roundr if the kth instance offdi ← FDi (line 19) performed bypi occurs in roundr. In each roundr,
the operation included inW [r] ∪ S[r] ∪Q[r] are linearized wheneverW [r], S[r] orQ[r] is defined. Write operations are linearized
first, followed by snapshots and finally failure detector queries. Operations of the same type linearized in the same round are ordered
arbitrarily.

The discussion above is summarized by the following lemma where, abusing notations,X[r], X beingS,W orQ, is the opera-
tions included in setX[r] ordered arbitrarily ifX[r] is defined and∅ otherwise.

Lemma 6.7. (Linearizability)Consider a finite execution of the simulation protocol that consists inre rounds.σ =W [1], S[1], Q[2],W [2], S[2
is a valid linearization of some execution ofA in the read/write model equipped withC.

Proof. Each operation whose simulation completes is linearized inσ. It follows from Lemma 6.5, and the way write operations are
ordered inσ that each snapshot contains the values written by the last write operations that precede it inσ.

By the correctness of the algorithm that simulates a failuredetector of the classC in IRIS (PRC), the results of the failure
detector queries are a valid history with respect to the specification of the classC and the failure pattern of theIRIS (PRC) run. If
a processpi fails in round some roundr, no operation of that process starts after that round, and the failure detector values obtained
after that round are compatible with the failure ofpi. Reciprocally, ifpi does not fail, the failure detector values are compatible with
that fact by the correctness of the extraction algorithm. Itmight however be the case thatpi does not complete a write or snapshot
operation, although it is correct. As the execution we consider is finite and asynchronous, it is possible thatpi does not fail and does
not complete a write or snapshot operation.

To argue about the correctness of the simulation, it remainsto show that every correct process eventually obtains a decision value
(at line 17).

Lemma 6.8(Termination). Every correct process eventually decides.

Proof. Let us consider an infinite execution of the simulation. LetT the set of correct processes. Define the relation❀ between
correct processes as follows: for everypi, pj ∈ T , pi ❀ pj if and only if pi “sees”pj in infinitely many rounds. More precisely,

pi ❀ pj ⇐⇒ the set {r : j ∈ smr
i } is infinite.

Let
∗
❀ the transitive closure of❀:

pi
∗
❀ pj ⇐⇒ ∃pi1 = pi, pi2, . . . , pix = pj : pi1 ❀ pi2, pi2 ❀ pi3, . . . , pi(x−1) ❀ pix

andseen(pi) the set of processes thatpi sees directly or indirectly infinitely many often:

seen(pi) = {pj : pi
∗
❀ pj}.

Assume for contradiction that there exists a correct process that never decides. LetTd andTu be the set of correct process that
decide and do not decide respectively. Per lemma 6.4, and thefact that the code of the simulated algorithmA is in normal form, at
least one processpu ∈ Tu completes infinitely many write/snapshot operations. The proof relies on the following claim:
Claim C1. For each correct processpi ∈ seen(pu), pi either decides or completes infinitely many write/snapshotoperations.

Claim C1 tell us that every process seen directly or indirectly infinitely many often bypu either decides or simulates infinitely
many write/snapshot operations. Suppose for contradiction that the setseem(pu) includes a processpi that never decides. Consider
now a processpj /∈ seen(pu). Note that this may happen even ifpj is a correct process. However,pu and every process inseen(pu)
cannot distinguish the considered execution from an execution in whichpj fails. In particular, by the correctness of the extraction
algorithm, the output of the simulated failure detector at the process included inseen(pu) must be consistent with the failure of
pj . Hence, we simulate an execution ofA, with set of correct processesseen(pu), where every correct process performs infinitely
many operation or decides and in which a correct process never decides. This execution is a valid execution ofA in the read/write
model equipped with a failure detector of the classC, as every finite prefix is linearizable (Lemma 6.7). This thuscontradicts the
correctness ofA, which requires that every correct process decides in each execution ofA.

Proof of the Claim C1. Let pi ∈ seen(pu) an arbitrary correct process. For each write/snapshot operation completed bypu
there, there exists a vectorc and a roundr ∈ R such thatcr = c andcr.val is the value returned by the snapshot operation. This
vector is either the value of the variablecu at roundr (if the operation completes at line 14) or the value of the variablecj of some
other process (if the operation completes at line 15). In thelast case,pu is helped bypj to complete its operation. Aspu completes
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infinitely many snapshot operations, there exists a processpℓ such that, infinitely often, the value returned by these snapshot opera-
tions is the valuecℓ.val of the variablecℓ of processpℓ. Note thatpℓ is not necessarily distinct frompu. Clearly,pℓ ∈ seen(pu) and
pu ∈ seen(pℓ), as in order that thekth snapshot ofpu is cℓ.val, pℓ has to performcℓ[u].clock ← k.

Let r ∈ R such thatM |crℓ | = r. By definition ofpℓ, there are infinitely many such rounds. Aspi does not decideM |cri | ≥ r
(Lemma 6.3). Moreover, sincepi completes finitely many operations, we haveM |cri | > r, for large enoughr which implies that
smr

i ⊇ sm
r
ℓ . Hence,pi

∗
❀ pℓ, and as the relation

∗
❀ is transitive and becausepℓ

∗
❀ pu andpu

∗
❀ pi, we getpℓ

∗
❀ pi.

When pi initiates itskth operation, it setsci[i].clock to k (line 21). Suppose the last cycle initiated bypi is its kth. As
pi ∈ seen(pℓ), and for every vectorc, c[i].clock > k can occur only after thekth operation ofpi is completed, there is a round after
which we always havecℓ[i].clock = k. It then follows from the fact that the predicateM |crℓ | = r is satisfied infinitely often that the
vectorcc of processpℓ is eventually such thatccℓ[i].clock = k (lines 14). Sincepℓ ∈ seen(pi), pi thus eventually observes a vector
cc such thatcc[i].clock = k and completes itskth operation at line 15: a contradiction.End of the proof of claim C1.

Computational equivalence between the read/write model with C and theIRIS (PRC) model The correctness of the simulation
implies the following main theorem.

Theorem 6.9. LetC be a failure detector class andIRIS (PRC) be the corresponding iterated restricted immediate snapshot model.
Let us assume that there are two algorithmT1 andT2 such that (1)T1 simulatesIRIS (PRC) in the read/write model equipped with a
failure detector of classC and, (2)T2 emulates a failure detector of the classC in IRIS (PRC). A taskT is solvable inIRIS (PRC)
if and only if it is solvable in the read/write model equippedwith a failure detector of classC.

Proof. Let us first consider the⇒ direction. LetA be an algorithm that solvesT in the IRIS (PRC ) model. It follows that by
stackingA on top of the algorithmT1 we obtain an algorithm that solvesT in the read/write model equipped with a failure detector
of the classC.

Let us now consider the⇐ direction. LetA be an algorithm that solves the taskT in the read/write model equipped with a failure
detector of the classC. Without loss of generality, we can assume thatA is written in normal form. The simulation describes in
Figure 14 then provides an algorithm that solvesT in theIRIS (PRC) model. By Lemma 6.8, every correct process decides. Lemma
6.7, applied to the prefix of the simulated execution that ends after the last decision, then implies that the decisions obtained are valid
decisions forT .

7 Benefiting from the IRIS model

This section presents several applications of our previousresults.

7.1 Characterizing tasks solvable with failure detectors

The previous characterization in theIRIS (PRC) framework of the synchrony achievable by the failure detector families(✸Sx)1≤x≤n,
(Ωz)1≤z≤n, and(✸ψy)1≤y≤n can be used to study their computational power in the read/write shared memory model. As a partic-
ular example, we have the following.

Theorem 7.1. Thek-set agreement problem is not solvable in a read/write shared memory system with a failure detector of the class
Ωz if k < z.

This result was proved in [38] by reduction to a similar impossibility for {✸Sx} proved in [27] using combinatorial topology
techniques from [30]. A simple proof of the theorem is described next.

Consider theIRIS (PRΩz ) model. Notice that all runs of the IIS model where are mostz processes are correct (and the others
crash initially) are runs of theIRIS (PRΩz ) model. This is because these processes do not see a write by any other process (i.e.,
their views are always contained in a setL of size at mostz, as required by propertyPRΩz property). But it is known that in the IIS
model ofz processes,(z − 1)-set agreement is not solvable [9] (because it is similar to await-free system ofz processes).

More generally, thanks to Theorem 6.9, theIRIS (PRC) allows characterizing the agreement tasks wait-free solvable in the
read/write model enriched with a failure detector of the classC.

7.2 t-resiliency

We may want to solve taskst-resiliently, i.e., tolerating onlyt < n failures. A taskT has at-resilient solution if there exists an
algorithmA that solvesT in every execution in which the number of failures is≤ t. That is, in every such execution, each non-
faulty process outputs, and the outputs are valid outputs for the execution inputs according to the task specification. In execution with
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strictly more thant failures, however, nothing is required. In particular, non-faulty processes may produce arbitrary outputs or may
not output at all. The question of whether a task has at-resilient solution or not may be studied via an iterated model as explained
below. We show thatt-resilient computability is captured by a class of failure detector, namely, the classψn−t which is the perpetual
counterpart of the class✸ψn−t defined in Section 2.1. More precisely, we establish that every taskT has at-resilient solution if and
only if T is (wait-free) solvable in the asynchronous read/write model equipped with a failure detector of the classψn−t. Moreover,
every failure detector classψy induces a iterated model denotedIRIS (PRψy ) of equivalent computational power. The question of
whether a task has at-resilient solution or not thus reduces to the solvability of the task in the iterated modelIRIS (PRψn−t). This
is summarized by the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2. LetT a task. The following propositions are equivalent:

1. T is t-resiliently solvable in the read/write model;

2. T is wait-free solvable in the read/write model equipped witha failure detector of the classψn−t;

3. T is wait-free solvable in the iterated modelIRIS (PRψn−t).

The remainder section is devoted to prove this theorem.

The family of failure detector classes(ψy)1≤y≤n As indicated before, the failure detector classψy is the perpetual counterpart
of the failure detector class✸ψy [38]. A failure detector of the classψy outputs integers, which are estimates of the current number
of failed processes. More precisely, the outputs satisfy the following properties, wheref is the actual number of failures that occur
in the execution:

1. Perpetual safety. ∀τ, n− y ≤ NBCτi ≤ max(f, n− y), wheref is the number of failures that have occurred before by timeτ ;

2. Eventual accuracy. There is a time from whichNBCi = max(n− y, f) at each correct processpi.

The failure classψy induces an iterated modelIRIS (PRψy ) where the propertyPRψy is the perpetual counterpart of the property
PR✸ψy (f is the total number of failures in the execution):

PRψy ≡ ∀r′ ≥ 0 :
(

(i− 1 = (r′ − 1) mod n) ∧ (smr′

i 6= ∅)
)

=⇒ |smr′

i | ≥ n−max(n− y, f)

TheIRIS (PRψy ) model can be simulated in the read/write model equipped witha failure detector of the classψy. The simulation
is the same as the simulation ofIRIS (PR✸ψy ) (Figure 7) in the read/write model equipped with✸ψy. Reciprocally, one can check
that the algorithm describes in Figure 10 emulates a failuredetector of the classψy when the underlyingIRIS model satisfies the
propertyPRψy . By Theorem 6.9, we thus obtain :

Lemma 7.3. A taskT is wait-free solvable in the read/write model equipped witha failure detector of the classψy if and only if it
is solvable inIRIS (PRψy ).

Solvability with ψn−t implies t-resiliency Suppose that taskT is solvable in the read/write model equipped with a failure detector
of the classψn−t. This means that there exists an algorithmA using failure detectorψn−t to solveT . Note thatA is wait-free, i.e.,
it tolerates an arbitrary number of failures. By the definition of the classψn−t, every query to the failure detector returns an integer
x such thatn − (n − t) = t ≤ x ≤ max(n − (n − t), f) = max(t, f) wheref is the total number of failures in the execution.
Hence, in every execution in which the number of failuresf is at mostt, every failure detector query returnst. We use this fact to
show thatT can be solvedt-resiliently in the read-write model without failure detector.

LetA′ the algorithm identical toA except that every query toψn−t is emulated by always returningt. Sincet is a valid output
of a query toψn−t in every execution in which no more thant processes fail, each non-faulty process must produce a valid output
according to the specification ofT in every execution ofA′ where no more thatt processes fail. ThereforeA′ is at-resilient solution
for T .

t-resiliency implies solvability with ψn−t The remaining of this section is devoted to prove the reversedirection: if taskT is
t-resilient solvable,T is wait-free solvable in the read/write model equipped witha failure detector of the classψn−t. We consider
tasksT = (I,O,∆) that satisfy the following naturalmonotonycondition:

Definition 7.4 ([18]). LetT = (I,O,∆) a task. TaskT satisfies the monotony property if and only if for every(u, v) ∈ I × O and
u′ ∈ I such that(u, v) ∈ ∆ andu ⊂ u′4, there existsv′ ∈ O such thatv′ ∈ ∆(u′) andv ⊂ v′.

4For twon-vectorsv, v′, v ⊆ v′ if and only if v[i] 6= v′[i] =⇒ v[i] = ⊥ for everyi ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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Let T = (I,O,∆) denote a task that ist-resilient solvable. Suppose that we are given an algorithmA that solvesT t-resiliently.
Our goal is to construct an algorithmA′ that solvesT independently of the number of failures, but with the help ofa failure detector
of the classψn−t. On one hand, as long as the number of failuresf remains bounded from above byt, the behavior of algorithmA′

might be identical as algorithmA. On the other hand, whenf > t a failure detector of the classψn−t provides accurate information
on the number of failures. In fact, one can show [38] that whenthe number of failures becomes larger thant, ψn−t has the same
power as a perfect failure detectorP [12].

Suppose we are given a perfect failure detectorP. It is then possible to implement consensus objects. Relying on these objects,
taskT can then be solved as follows. The construction used an arrayof n consensus objects denotedCONS [1..n]. Consensus object
CONS [ℓ] is used by the processes to agree on a valid pair of input and output vectors forT of sizeℓ5. In more details, each process
accesses in order the consensus objectsCONS [1],CONS [2], . . . until one object returns a pair that contains an output for itself. It
then decides that output. Let(uℓ, vℓ) denote the pair returned by theℓth consensus object. Ifvℓ[i] = ⊥, the pair proposed by process
pi to theℓ + 1th consensus object extends the pair(uℓ, vℓ) with the input ofpi and a valid output forpi. More precisely, the pair
(u, v) of sizeℓ+ 1 vectors proposed by processpi is such thatuℓ ⊂ u, vℓ ⊂ v, (u, v) ∈ ∆, v[i] 6= ⊥ andu[i] is equal to the input of
pi. As taskT is monotone (Definition 7.4) and by construction(uℓ, vℓ) ∈ ∆, finding such a pair is always possible. As the size of
the pair returned by the consensus objects is increasing, each non-faulty process eventually finds an output for itself.Moreover, by
construction, the outputs are valid outputs with respect to∆.

These ideas are implemented in the algorithm described in Figure 15. Without loss of generality, we assume that at-resilient
algorithmA for T is given as a full-information algorithm in normal form.A is thus completely determined by a decision predicate
candecideand a decision functionδ.

Each process first executes algorithmA until the number of failures becomes larger thant (lines 1–9). An estimate of the current
number of failures is provided by the underlying failure detector of the classψn−t (line 3). Whenever a value larger thant is returned,
the process stop executingA and instead tries to obtain an output using consensus objects (procedureDecideCons, lines 11–23).
By the perpetual safety property, a failure detector query may return a value larger thant only if the number of failures is abovet.
Therefore, when processes switch to the procedureDecideCons, the underlying failure detector is as powerful as a perfectfailure
detector, and the consensus-based approach for solvingT can thus be implemented.

However, in the same execution, some processes may obtain anoutput forT via the execution ofA (at line 6) while other
processes may decide in the procedureDecideCons(at line 23). We rely on adopt-commit objects [53] to guarantee that outputs
for T obtained in both parts of the algorithm are consistent, i.e., the vector formed by the output of each process is a valid ouput
according to the input vector of the execution and the relation∆.

An adopt-commit objectAC supports a single one-shot operation denotedpropose() that takes as parameter values from some
arbitrary setV . An invocationpropose(v) returns a pair(b, v′) whereb ∈ {adopt, commit} andv′ ∈ V . The pair returned satisfy
the following properties:

• Termination:Each invocation by a correct process terminates.

• Validity: If an invocation returns(b, v) then some process invokedAC.propose(v).

• Agreement:If an invocation returns(commit, v), then every invocation returns(∗, v).

• Convergence:If every invocation has the same input valuev, then(commit, v) is the only pair that can be returned.

Adopt-commit objects can be wait-free implemented in the read/write model, e.g., [19, 53].
We associate with every processpi an adopt-commit object denotedAC[i]. Only two values may be proposed to objectAC[i]:

vali, the output forT thatpi may obtain by executing algorithmA (line 5) or the special valueabort that we assume is never a valid
output forT . The former case occurs whenpi obtains an output forT by executingA (line 5). The latter case occurs in the procedure
DecideCons(line 12–15). By proposingabort to AC[i], a process executingDecideConsattempts to preventpi from deciding an
output obtained by executingA.

Suppose that processpi obtains outputv by executingA (line 4). pi then invokespropose(v) and is allowed to decide this value
only if the invocation returns(commit , v). If this does not occur, some process has proposed the valueabort toAC[i]. This follows
from the fact thatabort is the only value6= v that can be proposed and the convergence property of adopt-commit. This means that
some process has discovered that the number of failures is abovet. pi thus switches toDecideConsprocedure to attempt to obtain
an output forT (line 7).

Processpi executingDecideConsinitiates the procedure by proposingabort to each adopt-commit objectAC[j] for j 6= i (line
13). Aspi may have first proposed a value toAC[i] in the first part of the algorithm,pi does not propose a value toAC[i]. The goal
is to avoidpj to obtain an output in the first phase of the algorithm, or – ifpj has already decided – to learn the output ofpj . In

5The size of an input or output vector is the number of its non-⊥ entries.
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more details,pi maintains two local vectorsini andouti which are intended to store each process input and output respectively. If
thepropose() invocation toAC[j] returns(commit, v) or (adopt, v), with v 6= abort, v has been proposed toAC[j] and thus may
be the output forT decided bypj . In that case,pi stores this value inouti. If (commit,abort) or (adopt,abort) is returned, the entry
outi[j] is left to its initial value⊥. Notice that in that case,pj cannot decide and output forT in the first part of the algorithm. Inputs
values are obtained by taking a snapshot of the sharedI (line 16), to which each process initially writes its input.

Two processespi andpℓ executingDecideConsmay obtain different responses from theirpropose() operation on the same object
AC[j]. In particular,(adopt, v) and(adopt, abort) my be returned. Similarly,pi andp≪ may have different views of the processes
inputs. Thus, the pairs of vectorsini/outi andinℓ/outℓ may differ. Observe however thatini ∈ ∆(outi) andinℓ ∈ ∆(outℓ) as the
non-⊥ values inouti andoutℓ are decisions in a execution ofA in with no more thant failures. Moreover, if entryj differs inouti
andoutℓ thenpj cannot have decided in the first part of the algorithm. On the contrary, if pj does decidev in the first part of the
algorithm, thenouti[j] = outℓ[j] = v.

init AC[1..n] array of adopt-commit objects
I[1..n], SM [1..n] arrays of atomic registers initially[⊥, . . . ,⊥]
ACONS ,CONS [1..n] ψn−t-based consensus objects

solveT(candecide, δ, input i)
(1) statei ← inputi; deci ← ⊥; I[i]← input i;
(2) repeat
(3) SM [i].write(statei); statei ← SM.snapshot();nbci ← NBCi;
(4) if (nbci ≤ t) ∧ (deci = ⊥) ∧ candecide(statei) then
(5) vali ← δ(statei); (b, v)← AC[i].propose(vali);
(6) if (b, v) = (commit , vali) then deci ← vali; decide(deci)
(7) else DecideCons() endif
(8) end if
(9) until nbci > t

(10) if deci = ⊥ then DecideCons() end if

DecideCons()
(11) outi ← [⊥, . . . ,⊥]; ini ← [⊥, . . . ,⊥];
(12) for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i} do
(13) (b, v)← AC[j].propose(abort)
(14) if v 6= abort then outi[j]← v endif
(15) end for
(16) si ← I.snapshot(); for each 〈j, v〉 ∈ s do ini[j]← v end do
(17) (ini, outi)← ACONS .propose(ini, outi);
(18) let ℓ the number of non-⊥ entries inouti;
(19) while outi[i] = ⊥ do
(20) ini[i]← inputi; let out′ ∈ O s.t. (ini, out

′) ∈ ∆ ∧ ∀j 6= i, outi[j] = out′[j] ∧ out′[i] 6= ⊥;
(21) ℓ← ℓ+ 1; (ini, outi)← CONS[ℓ].propose(ini, out

′);
(22) end while
(23) deci ← out[i]; decide(deci);

Figure 15:(ψn−t)-based algorithm for taskT (code for processpi)

Every processpi agree at line 17 on the same input/output pair by proposingini/outi to the consensus objectACONS . Let
in/out denote the pair agreed upon. By the observation above, ifpj decides in the first part of algorithm,in[j] contains the input
of pj andout[j] the value decided bypj . Processes then obtain an output forT following the consensus-based approach explained
earlier (lines 19-22). The only difference is that processes start with the input/output pairin/out that already containsℓ input/output
values instead of the empty pair.

Proof Consider an execution of the algorithm described in Figure 15. We denote byf the number of failures in this execution.

Lemma 7.5. Every correct process decides.

Proof. We consider two cases according to the value off .

• f ≤ t. In that case, for every processpi and every timeτ , nbcτi ≤ t and thus no processes invokeDecideCons(). As every
correct process writes toSM infinitely often, and no more thatt failures occur, each correct processpi eventually reaches a
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statestatei for which the predicatecandecide() (line 4) is verified. Letd the value returned by the decision functionδ applied
to this state. Since no processes invokeDecideCons(), processpi only accesses the adopt-commitAC[i]. It thus follows from
the convergence property of adopt-commit that thepropose() operation performed bypi returns(commit , d), from which we
conclude thatpi decides (line 5).

• f > t. In that case, there exists a timeτ after which we always havenbci = f . Assume for contradiction that some correct
processpi does not decide. By the previous observation and the code (line 9), processpi eventually invokesDecideCons
(at line 7 or line 10). By the termination property of adopt-commit, every invocation ofpropose() on adopt-commit object
performed bypi terminates. Note also that, asf ≥ t, theψn−t-based implementations of consensus are correct, and thus each
propose() operation on the consensus objectsACONS andCONS [j], 1 ≤ j ≤ n performed bypi terminates.

By the code, processpi decides (at line 23) if theout vectors obtained as a response of apropose() operation on a consensus
objectCONS [j] contains an output value for itself, i.e.,out[i] 6= ⊥. In thewhile loop (lines 19–22), processpi accesses in
this order the consensus objectsCONS[ℓ], . . . , CONS[n] for someℓ > 0. Each object is accessed once bypi, and the vector
outj returned by thejth consensus object (line 21) containsj non-⊥ entries. Hence,outn[i] 6= ⊥ andpi eventually decides:
a contradiction.

Next Lemma establishes that decisions at line 6 or 23 follow the specification of taskT .

Lemma 7.6. Decided values are valid with respect to the task specification and the input values.

Proof. Denote byDt andDψ the sets of processes that decide at line 6 and at line 23 respectively. We consider two cases:

• Dψ = ∅. Consider a finite prefixσ of the execution of the full information protocol in normal form A. This prefix can
be extended to an infinite execution with no more thant failures. Therefore, each value decided (if any) duringσ is valid
according to the specification ofT , sinceA is at-resilient algorithm and when the value is decided no process can distinguish
the current execution with an execution with no more thant failures.

In the first part of the algorithm (lines 1–10), each process executes the full information protocol in normal formA, until it
possibly discovers that more thant failures occur. By the observation above, every decision isthus valid according to the task
specification.

• Dψ 6= ∅. Let L the index of the largestCONSobject accessed in the procedureDecideCons. Let (IL, OL) the pair of
input/output vector returned by this object. By the code, the input of everypropose() operation performed onCONS[L] is
valid a input/ouput pair according to the specification ofT . Therefore,OL ∈ ∆(IL).

Suppose that some processpi decides in the first part of the algorithm at line 6. Letoi the value decided bypi. By the code,
the propose() operation performed bypi to AC[i] at line 5 returns(commit, oi). Consider now a processpj that executes
DecideCons. Note that by the codepj 6= pi. By the agreement property of adopt-commit, thepropose() operation performed
by pj onAC[i] returns(commit, oi) or (adopt, oi) (line 13). Thus we haveoutj [i] = oi whenpj accesses the consensus
objectACONS(line 17). Since this holds for every process accessing the object, the input/output pair(Ia, Oa) returned by the
object is such thatOa[i] = oi. By code,Oa ⊆ OL, from which we conclude thatOL[i] = oi.

Consider now some processpj that decides in the procedureDecideConsvalueoj (line 23). By the code,pj gets back an
input/output pair(Iℓ, Oℓ) from an invocation ofpropose() toCONS[ℓ], where|Oa| ≤ ℓ ≤ L. SinceOℓ ⊆ OL,OL[j] = oj .

Therefore, for each processpj that decides, thejth entry of the vectorOL contains the value decided bypj . Similarly, for
eachj ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if IL[j] 6= ⊥ thenIL[j] is the input value for taskT of processpj . AsOL ∈ ∆(IL), the decided values
are thus valid according to the specification ofT and the input value of the execution.

Lemma 7.7. LetT = (I,O,∆) a task that satisfies the monotony property and ist-resiliently solvable. The algorithm described in
Figure 15 solvesT in the read/write model equipped with a failure detector of the classψn−t.

Proof. Immediately follows from Lemma 7.5 and Lemma 7.6.
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7.3 k-set agreement with limited-scope failure detectors

To illustrate the advantage of theIRIS (PRC) framework when one is interested in lower bounds, this section gives a new proof
of the lower bound for thek-set agreement problem. That lower bound, conjectured in [40], has been proved in [27] in the context
of t-resilient message-passing systems, using techniques borrowed from combinatorial topology. The new proof is on thewait-free
case (t = n − 1) in the read/write model enriched with a failure detector ofthe class✸Sx,q. Technically speaking, the problem is
reduced to the question of thek-set agreement wait-free solvability. No topology notion is required.

The families of failure detector classes{Sx,q} and {✸Sx,q} The family (✸Sx,q)1≤x≤n,1≤q≤x extends the notion of limited
scope failure detector to a system where the processes are partitioned into multiple disjoint clusters. There areq disjoint clusters
denotedX1, . . . , Xq, where|Xi| = xi, X =

⋃

1≤i≤qXi andx =
∑q

i=1 xi. Informally, there is a process that is never suspected in
each clusterXi. More specifically, the variableTRUSTEDi provided by a failure detector of the class✸Sx,q contains the identities
of the processes that are believed to be currently alive. Whenj ∈ TRUSTEDi we say “pi trustspj .” By definition, a crashed process
trusts all the processes. The failure detector class✸Sx,q is defined by the following properties:

• Strong completeness. There is a time after which every faulty process is never trusted by every correct process.

• Eventual weak (x, q)-accuracy. There areq disjoint setsX1, . . . , Xq of cumulativelyx processes,q processespℓ1 ∈
X1, . . . , pℓq ∈ Xq and a (finite) timeτ such that each process ofXi trustspℓi .

The timeτ , the setX1, . . . , Xq and the processespℓi are not explicitly known. Moreover, some or all processes ofXi may be faulty
(A clusterXi of faulty processes trivially satisfies(x, q)-accuracy).

Recall the following equivalent formulation of✸Sx,q [38], assuming the local variable controlled by the failuredetector isREPRi.

• Eventual (x, q)-common representative. There areq disjoint setsX1, . . . , Xq of cumulativelyx processes,q processes
pℓ1 ∈ X1, . . . , pℓq ∈ Xq, and a (finite) timeτ after which, for any correct processpj , we havej ∈ Xi =⇒ REPRj = ℓi and
j /∈

⋃

1≤i≤qXi =⇒ REPRj = j.

Clearly, a failure detector that satisfies the previous property can be transformed into one of the class✸Sx,q (defineTRUSTEDi =
{REPRi}). Conversely, one can easily extend the algorithm in [38] that transforms a failure detector of class✸Sx into a failure
detector satisfying the limited eventual common representative property to the context of the family(✸Sx,q)1≤x≤n,1≤q≤x.

The lower bounds The lower bounds established in [27] are on are ont-resilient asynchronous message-passing systems (i.e.,
systems prone to up tot process crashes). They are the following.

• If the system is equipped withSx,q, anyk-set agreement protocol must satisfyt < k + x− q if q ≤ k andt < x otherwise.

• If the system is equipped with✸Sx,q, any k-set agreement protocol must satisfyt < min(n2 , k + x − q) if q ≤ k and
t < min(n2 , x) otherwise. (In the shared memory context, the requirementt < n

2 is no longer needed, and the lower bound
becomest < min(k + x− q).)

IRIS (PR✸Sx,q
) The propertyPR✸Sx,q

extends the propertyPR✸Sx
in a natural way. Informally,PR✸Sx,q

is satisfied ifPR✸Sxi
is

satisfied for each clusterXi.

PR✸Sx,q
≡ ∃X1, . . . , Xq : |

⋃

1≤j≤q

Xj | ≥ x ∧ ∀1 ≤ j < k ≤ q : Xj ∩Xk = ∅,

∃ℓ1, . . . , ℓq : ∀1 ≤ j ≤ q : ℓj ∈ Xj ,

∃r : ∀r′ ≥ r, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ q : (i ∈ Xj − {ℓj}) =⇒ (smr′

i = ∅ ∨ ℓj ∈ sm
r′

i ).

This property states that, for each clusterXi, there is a processpℓi that, from some roundr, always belongs to the view of the
processes ofXi that have not crashed.

Building IRIS (PR✸Sx,q
) in the read/write model equipped with✸Sx,q An algorithm that simulates theIRIS (PR✸Sx

) model
from one-shot immediate snapshot objects is described in Figure 6. It can easily be checked that the very same construction can be
used to simulate theWRITE_SNAPSHOT() operations of theIRIS (PR✸Sx,q

) in the read/write model equipped with a failure detector
of the class✸Sx,q. Thus we obtain:

Lemma 7.8. In the shared memory model equipped with a failure detector of the class✸Sx,q, the algorithm described in Figure 6
simulates theIRIS (PR✸Sx,q

) model.
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Simulating a failure detector of the class✸Sx,q in the IRIS (PR✸Sx,q
) model A simple algorithm implementing a failure

detector of the class✸Sx in theIRIS (PR✸Sx
) model is described in Section 4.1 (Figure 9). Again, one can easily check that this

algorithm executed in theIRIS (PR✸Sx,q
) model emulates a failure detector of the class✸Sx,q. Therefore,

Lemma 7.9. The algorithm described in Figure 9 emulates a failure detector of the class✸Sx,q in theIRIS (PR✸Sx,q
) model.

Proof. The propertyPR✸Sx,q
states that there areq disjoint setsX1, . . . , Xq of cumulativelyx processes andq processespℓ1 ∈

X1, . . . , pℓq ∈ Xq and a roundr after which,∀j : 1 ≤ j ≤ q, ℓj belongs to the viewssmr′

i of the processespi of Xj that have not
yet crashed. Due to the assignmentTRUSTEDi ← smr′

i executed during each roundr′ ≥ r, this immediately translates as “there
areq disjoint setsX1, . . . , Xq of cumulativelyx processes,q processespℓ1 ∈ X1, . . . , pℓq ∈ Xq and a timeτ after which, for each
1 ≤ j ≤, pℓj is not suspected by the processes ofXj”.

Lower Bound To prove the lower bound the following strategy is used. Given k < n − x + q, let us assume that there is an
algorithmA that solves wait-free solves thek-set agreement problem in the basic read/write model equipped with a failure detector
of the class✸Sx,q. From the Lemmas 7.8 and 7.9, the conditions required by the Theorem 6.9 hold. We can consequently conclude
that there is an algorithmB that solvesk-set agreement in theIRIS (PR✸Sx,q

) model. Then, analyzing a class of admissible runs in
IRIS (PR✸Sx,q

) model, it is possible to derive (from the algorithmB) a solution to thek-set agreement problem for (k <) n− x+ q
processes in theIIS model, which is known to be impossible ([8, 9, 31, 51]).

Theorem 7.10. There is no algorithm that wait-free solvesk-set agreement forn processes in the read/write model equipped with a
failure detector of the class✸Sx,q, for k < n− x+ q.

Proof. From the previous discussion, there is an algorithmB that solves thek-set agreement task in theIRIS (PR✸Sx,q
) model. We

restrict our attention to a particular class of executionsE defined iterated models. Let us partition the set of processes in two sets: the
low-order processesL = {p1, . . . , pn−x+q} and the high-order processesH = {pn−x+q+1, . . . , pn}. E is a subset of all (infinite)
executions admissible in theIIS model. Moreover, in an executione ∈ E, there is at least one low-order process that is correct and,
at each round, low-order processes that have not yet crashedare scheduled before any high-order process. In other words, a low
order processpi never observes a high order process in its viewsmi. More formally, an iterated executione belongs toE iff the two
following conditions hold:

• ∃pi ∈ L : ∀r : smr
i 6= ∅.

• ∀r, ∀pi ∈ L, ∀pj ∈ H : (smr
i 6= ∅ ∧ sm

r
j 6= ∅) =⇒ smr

i ( smr
j .

Let us observe (observation O1) that all wait-free runs in which only a subset of low-ordered processes participate are included in
E. We next show that all executions that belong toE are admissible in theIRISPR✸Sx,q

model (observation O2).
Let e ∈ E. There is a low-order processpα that takes infinitely many steps ine. W.l.o.g., let us assume thatpα = pq (as

n−x ≥ 0, n−x+q ≥ q, i.e.,pq is a low-order process). Consider the followingq sets of processes:X1 = {p1}, . . . , Xq−1 = {pq−1}
andXq = {pq}∪H. These sets are disjoint and|

⋃

1≤i≤Xi| = q−1+1+ |H| = q+x−q = x. Defineℓ1 = 1, ℓ2 = 2, . . . , ℓq = q.
Finally, observe that∀r, ∀j ∈ Xq−{pq} = H, smr

ℓq
( smr

j . The later follows from the fact that the low-order processpq is always
set linearized before any high-order process. To summarize, ∀r, ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ q, ∀i ∈ Xj − {ℓj} : sm

r
i = ∅ ∨ smr

ℓj
( smr

i , from
which we conclude that the propertyPR✸Sx,q

is satisfied in the executione.
It follows from O1 that in all the wait-free runs in which only low-ordered processes participate are included inE. Moreover,

O2 establishes that algorithmB is a wait-free solution tok-set agreement inE. Consequently,B is solution tok-set agreement in
theIIS model forn− (x− q) processes. This would imply a wait-free solution forn− (x− q) > k processes to thek-set agreement
problem in the read/write model [9], which is known to be impossible [8, 31, 51].

Wait-free algorithms for solvingk-set agreement forn processes in a message-passing system equipped with a failure detector
of the classSx,q, such thatq ≤ k ∧ n− x+ q ≤ k, are given in [27, 40]. Such algorithms can easily be translated in the read/write
model equipped with a failure detector of the classSx,q. Then, using the techniques developed in [53], these algorithms can be
transformed to obtain solutions in the read/write model equipped with✸Sx,q. We consequently obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 7.11. Let q ≤ k. There is a wait-free algorithm for solvingk-set agreement amongn processes in the read/write model
equipped with a failure detector of the class✸Sx,q iff n− x+ q ≤ k.
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8 Conclusion

This paper has shown that failure detectors can be represented as schedulers in theIIS model, the aim of which is to prevent
some runs from occurring. To that end, the paper has investigated the Iterated Immediate Snapshot (IIS ) model equipped with
failure detectors. First, a companion paper [47] has shown that enriching such a model with a failure detector does not increase its
computational power with respect to wait-free solvable tasks. Then, given a failure detector of a classC (whereC is {✸Sx}1≤x≤n,
{Ωz}1≤z≤n, or{✸ψy}1≤y≤n), it has shown that the power ofC can be added to the iterated model as soon as its base write-snapshot
primitive satisfies an additional requirement, giving riseto the Iterated Restricted Immediate Snapshot model denoted IRIS (PRC ).
The paper has then shown that, for any the three previous failure detector classesC, IRIS (PRC ) and the classical read/write model
enriched with a failure detector of the classC have the same computational power.

In addition to providing a better insight on the very nature of failure detectors, the approach followed in the paper allows
designing novel impossibility proofs, entirely based on analgorithmic reasoning.
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